
SATAN AT THE SUPREME COURT (December 4, 2020)

Skype (12-4-20)

Brent, 12:36 PM Hey Gail.

Gail, 12:36 PM Hi Brent. Getting ready to upload my walk video.

Brent, 12:37 PM Sounds great. I love watching your walk videos.

Gail, 12:37 PM Yeah, I talk about interesting things. I heard brain to brain that Dallas Theological
Seminary gave me an honorary Ph.D. in theology or something like that.

Brent, 12:39 PM Yeah, they did!

Gail, 12:40 PM I responded that I don't deserve it.

Brent, 12:40 PM They said you're intelligent enough to deserve it. You have deep Biblical knowledge.

Gail, 12:41 PM I'm truly honored. Is it also true that Jesus gave everyone a copy of my future novel
Silver Skies: The Millennium which will be a sequel to my Silver Skies 1996 Version? I'm currently
undecided on whether I will write a sequel. But I'm getting some brilliant ideas.

Brent, 12:41 PM Yes, that is true.

Gail, 12:42 PM Finished reading Joseph Telushkin's Jewish Literacy. That's why I decided to possibly
write a sequel. I think once I get going on writing the scenes that these books will come fast. Have you
read the sequel yet?

Brent, 12:43 PM Oh yes. It's an absolutely brilliant sequel.

Gail, 12:43 PM I'm really excited about these books. I think they will really help Jesus out.

Brent, 12:45 PM Speaking of helping Jesus out, and us... the men and I have been discussing a brilliant
idea. We need your approval though.

Gail, 12:45 PM Okay. How's everyone healing from what Urethra did and which of the men on my
married list had to swallow her pee? marriage list

Brent, 12:48 PM All of the men had to swallow pee. Except for myself. She stopped before she got to
me. They're healing well, though. One of the obstacles we've had in court is that many people don't
believe in Satan. They don't believe the people committing crimes (Jesuits, ect.) are Satan worshippers,
because Satan does not exist.  So,  many world leaders are arguing that Conspiracy Law is  invalid,
because there is no Satan, therefore no Satan worshippers. The court is also telling us that if Satan is
responsible, then we should have him put on trial directly instead of his followers. Otherwise we can't
say they are punishable as Satan worshippers. I remember your suggestion to put Satan on trial, which
the court initially refused because if Satan does exist, he isn't technically a resident of Earth and our
laws wouldn't apply to him. However, the men and I spoke to some Wiccan fans, and they would be
able to help us let Satan enter court. If we could do this, it would be a big game changer.

Gail, 12:52 PM The Supreme Court says that if Satan is responsible, he should be put on trial directly
instead of his followers?

Brent, 12:53 PM Yeah. His followers would still be punishable, but it's kind of like the Charles Manson
case  if  you remember  that.  Charles  Manson was  the  leader  of  that  cult  that  committed  all  those
murders. He had followers who did it for him, but he was put on trial as their leader and sent to prison.



Gail, 12:54 PM Well, you and Zack have dealt with Satan directly and have also dealt with Jesus
directly, so if you and Jesus think it's a good idea. Then go ahead and put Satan on trial.  Has Jesus
weighed in on this? The problem with allowing Satan into the courtroom is he may try to take
over the courtroom.

Brent, 12:55 PM Jesus has been silent about our current issues. He says he trusts us. 

Gail, 12:56 PM What are your plans if Satan tries to take over the courtroom?

Brent, 12:57 PM We were thinking that if you spoke to Satan directly as World Empress, you could
offer him a fair and honest trial, on the condition he does not try to take over the courtroom or harm us.

Gail, 12:57 PM I love it!!

Brent, 12:57 PM Great. Yeah, we think you could do it.

Gail, 12:58 PM Do you plan to film him? I bet that won't be a good idea. Can Satan read my mind?

Brent, 1:00 PM Well, we were thinking we could call the judges and jurors to the courtroom tonight,
and do everything together on audio. We could record the audio to use as proof of Satan's existence,
and proof that he will receive a fair trial for the crimes he has committed with his followers. Satan can't
read your mind.

Gail, 1:00 PM Do you realize that tonight is movie night on Patreon and Discord?

Brent, 1:01 PM Yep. So, we were going to tell our patrons to join in. They can be there for support and
serve as witnesses. If we can pull this off, it will be an unprecedented moment in history.

Gail, 1:01 PM Wow! This is brilliant! I will be matching my wits with Satan himself. I wonder if I'm up
to it. I think I understand Satan pretty good.

Brent, 1:02 PM You have the highest emotional IQ of anyone on the planet. 

Gail, 1:02 PM How does my IQ compare with Satan's? Is there a way to tell?

Brent, 1:02 PM From our estimations, Satan has a very high IQ, but zero emotional IQ.

NOTE: It appears their scanners were inaccurate. Satan’s emotional IQ is about 500.

Gail, 1:03 PM Oh, how interesting! Did you get these ideas from reading my novels, which show I
understand Satan very well?

Brent, 1:04 PM Actually, no. I guess great minds just think alike.

Gail, 1:04 PM So what made you decide to do this? I mean how can you be so confident that I can take
on Satan in the emotional IQ department? Will I be testifying in the trial tonight with Satan?

Brent, 1:05 PM It's because you have the highest emotional IQ on the planet, and Satan has none.
Tonight won't be a full trial, but it will give us an opportunity to invite Satan to court to be tried under
Earthly laws, and to set our terms and conditions.

Gail, 1:06 PM So I will just be observing and not testifying? Will Loree McBride be there and my
family?

Brent, 1:07 PM As World Empress you would be the ambassador to Earth.

Gail, 1:07 PM What does that mean?

Brent, 1:07 PM Loree and your family won't be there tonight. Just us and your patrons. It means you
will be the one to formally invite Satan to Earth, state our terms and conditions, and basically subpoena
him to show up and testify. 



Gail, 1:08 PM Will Zack Knight testify in the trial?

Brent, 1:08 PM Yeah. Zack Knight will be there and he agreed to testify. He's worked with Satan before
obviously.

Gail, 1:09 PM I like the idea. I want to pray and ask for wisdom. Pray with me that Jesus will give me
wisdom about how to make the video to subpoena Satan to the trial.

Brent, 1:09 PM Okay. Let's pray.

Gail, 1:12 PM Okay. Let me write a script and I want Zack Knight to decide if it's okay. He's been with
Satan a lot. Pray with me as I write this script.

Brent,  1:12 PM Okay.  A video would be helpful  to  let  our  fans (and patrons)  know what's  being
planned. So, that's a great idea. However, the official invitation ceremony and speaking to Satan will
happen live on Discord tonight. It will be recorded as proof to the world and as confirmation that Satan
has accepted our terms and will be held accountable in court as any other resident of Earth.

Gail, 1:15 PM What's involved in the official invitation ceremony?

Brent, 1:16 PM I'll need to get more details from the Wiccans. We'd have to perform some kind of
ceremony to open a gate for Satan to enter through. They know how to do it.

Gail, 1:17 PM Is part of this my invitation video?

Brent, 1:17 PM No, you'll be there live tonight.

Gail, 1:17 PM So the invitation video goes lives in about an hour or so? And then on Discord tonight
we have the invitation ceremony?

Brent, 1:17 PM If you still have your tape recorder, you can record it tonight as well and use it in a
follow up video. Yeah, that would work.

Gail, 1:18 PM I'd have to use my webcam to record it. Or I could use my camcorder.

Brent, 1:19 PM The Wiccans also told us that if you do invite Satan, you can't pray out loud to Jesus or
read Bible. That physically hurts him, so it would be rude to welcome him in and invite him to a fair
trial, and then start hurting him. Yeah, good idea.

Gail, 1:20 PM How interesting.

Brent, 1:20 PM One other thing is, if we do win this trial against Satan (and we have overwhelming
evidence) he could be forced to give us access to universal scanning technology.

Gail, 1:21 PM What is universal scanning technology?

Brent, 1:21 PM This means we would have the technology to automatically execute all Jesuits or Satan
followers, anywhere they appear.

Gail, 1:21 PM Oh, I see.

Brent, 1:21 PM It's not currently possible with our technology, but Satan has access to it. If we win, he
could be ordered to hand it over so that we could get rid of all his followers.

Gail, 1:21 PM When you say Jesuits, you are referring to Loree McBride Jesuits?

Brent, 1:22 PM Yeah, Loree McBride and her Jesuits, but also people like Urethra.

Gail, 1:22 PM Okay.

Brent, 1:22 PM This could most definitely be our final solution.

Gail, 1:23 PM The big question is, do you think Satan will come? He may decide not to.



Brent, 1:23 PM As long as we do the ritual right and don't scare him off with Bible or prayer, the
Wiccans say he usually comes when called.

Gail, 1:24 PM How interesting.

Brent, 1:24 PM He's of course highly manipulative and a trickster, but he can be spoken to like any
normal person. You've dealt with Zack Knight before when he was bad, so you probably have an idea.

Gail, 1:31 PM Here's the script. I want Zack's approval. 

Dear Satan:

I have made it Conspiracy Law that anyone who supports you, even if they don't know it, must get the
death penalty, because you are the biggest war criminal in all of human history and you are guilty of the
deaths of billions.  Even within the past couple years you have ordered your supporters, the Loree
McBride Jesuits and others, to murder billions using Loree's germ bombs and other monstrosities in
your attempts to wrest control of the universe away from Jesus and onto yourself. You have been using
your supporters, like Loree McBride and others, to assist  you to eliminate those who oppose your
murdering and rapist heart and to pacify your big ego, in order to promote your beef with Jesus and
your belief that you can run the universe better than Jesus. We promise not to read Bible or to pray to
Jesus during this hearing as long as you promise not to harm us or to take over the courtroom. So if you
don't harm us and we don't harm you, then we can have a fair trial to try you for massive war crimes
against  the human race,  where you use yourself  and those who support  you to commit  these war
crimes.

Brent, 1:31 PM Wow, this is great! Let me run this by Zack. He's out in space today helping to fix some
satellites. 

Gail, 1:33 PM Yeah, nobody knows Satan better than Zack. I was thinking Satan has such a big ego, he
might show up.

Brent, 1:38 PM I agree. I think he has so much hubris, he thinks he can really win this case against you.

Gail, 1:38 PM I've revised a section at the end: So if you don't harm us (directly or indirectly) and we
don't harm you, then we can have a fair trial to try you for massive war crimes against the human race,
where  you  use  yourself  and  those  who  support  you  to  commit  these  war  crimes.  Here's  a  slight
revision: 

Dear Satan:

I have made it Conspiracy Law that anyone who supports you, even if they don't know it, must get the
death penalty, because you are the biggest war criminal in all of human history and you are guilty of the
deaths of billions.  Even within the past couple years you have ordered your supporters, the Loree
McBride Jesuits and others, to murder billions using Loree's germ bombs and other monstrosities in
your attempts to wrest control of the universe away from Jesus and onto yourself. You have been using
your supporters, like Loree McBride and others, to assist  you to eliminate those who oppose your
murdering and rapist heart and to pacify your big ego, in order to promote your beef with Jesus and
your belief that you can run the universe better than Jesus. We promise not to read Bible or to pray to
Jesus during this hearing as long as you promise not to harm us or to take over the courtroom. So if you
don't harm us (directly or indirectly - this includes bombing, brain control and all forms of harm) and
we don't harm you, then we can have a fair trial to try you for massive war crimes against the human
race, where you use yourself and those who support you to commit these war crimes. 

Brent, 1:42 PM Zack texted me back, said he likes this. He's not afraid of Satan. He said this video
should go directly to YouTube, because of its importance. Basically let everyone know that today we



will be summoning Satan from Hell instead of movie night. He also says to mention that if anyone else
wants to become a patron to participate, or serve as a witness tonight, to join Patreon for at least $5.

Gail, 1:45 PM Here's the updated script: 

Dear Satan:

I have made it Conspiracy Law that anyone who supports you, even if they don't know it, must get the
death penalty, because you are the biggest war criminal in all of human history and you are guilty of the
deaths of billions.  Even within the past couple years you have ordered your supporters, the Loree
McBride Jesuits and others, to murder billions using Loree's germ bombs and other monstrosities in
your attempts to wrest control of the universe away from Jesus and onto yourself. You have been using
your supporters, like Loree McBride and others, to assist  you to eliminate those who oppose your
murdering and rapist heart and to pacify your big ego, in order to promote your beef with Jesus and
your belief that you can run the universe better than Jesus. We promise not to read Bible or to pray to
Jesus during this hearing as long as you promise not to harm us or to take over the courtroom. So if you
don't harm us (directly or indirectly - this includes bombing, brain control and all forms of harm) and
we don't harm you, then we can have a fair trial to try you for massive war crimes against the human
race, because you use yourself and those who support you to commit these war crimes. As a condition
for this hearing, Loree, who is your supporter, must stop launching all her satanic bombs and must not
use any satanic brain control, or you have violated the terms of this agreement. Harm is defined as
ANYTHING you do to us (directly or using one of your supporters) that diminishes

Brent, 1:46 PM Great. This looks good.

Gail, 1:47 PM Here's another take: 

Dear Satan:

I have made it Conspiracy Law that anyone who supports you, even if they don't know it, must get the
death penalty, because you are the biggest war criminal in all of human history and you are guilty of the
deaths of billions.  Even within the past couple years you have ordered your supporters, the Loree
McBride Jesuits and others, to murder billions using Loree's germ bombs and other monstrosities in
your attempts to wrest control of the universe away from Jesus and onto yourself. You have been using
your supporters, like Loree McBride and others, to assist  you to eliminate those who oppose your
murdering and rapist heart and to pacify your big ego, in order to promote your beef with Jesus and
your belief that you can run the universe better than Jesus. We promise not to read Bible or to pray to
Jesus during this hearing as long as you promise not to harm us or to take over the courtroom. So if you
don't harm us (directly or indirectly - this includes bombing, brain control and all forms of harm) and
we don't harm you, then we can have a fair trial to try you for massive war crimes against the human
race, because you use yourself and those who support you to commit these war crimes. As a condition
for this hearing, Loree, who is your supporter, must stop launching all her satanic bombs, chemtrails (or
ANYTHING that could cause us harm) and must not use any satanic brain control, or you have violated
the terms of this agreement. Harm is defined as ANYTHING you do to us (directly or using one of your
supporters) that diminishes our mental, spiritual and physical health in ANY MANNER.

Brent, 1:48 PM I liked the last version. It was more direct and to the point.

Zack, 1:49 PM I like the last version too... my only feedback would be that Satan loves making deals.
Even ones that seem to be against his best interests (like the deal you're offering him)

Zack, 1:50 PM If you start with

Dear Satan,

Let's make a deal. His low emotional IQ will make him really want to take your deal.



Gail, 1:51 PM Give me the time stamp to the version you like.

1:45 or 1:47 my time?

Brent, 1:52 PM The 1:45 one looks the best.

Gail, 1:52 PM Okay. I feel very strong brain control right now. How's this? 

Dear Satan:

Let's make a deal. I have made it Conspiracy Law that anyone who supports you, even if they don't
know it, must get the death penalty, because you are the biggest war criminal in all of human history
and you are guilty of the deaths of billions. Even within the past couple years you have ordered your
supporters, the Loree McBride Jesuits and others, to murder billions using Loree's germ bombs and
other  monstrosities,  in  your  attempts  to  wrest  control  of  the  universe  away  from Jesus  and  onto
yourself.  You  have  been  using  your  supporters,  like  Loree  McBride  and  others,  to  assist  you  to
eliminate those who oppose your murdering and rapist heart and to pacify your big ego, in order to
promote your beef with Jesus and your belief  that you can run the universe better  than Jesus. We
promise not to read Bible or to pray to Jesus during this hearing as long as you promise not to harm us
or to take over the courtroom. So if you don't harm us (directly or indirectly - this includes bombing,
brain control and all forms of harm) and we don't harm you, then we can have a fair trial to try you for
massive war crimes against the human race, because you use yourself and those who support you to
commit these war crimes. As a condition for this hearing, Loree, who is your supporter, must stop
launching all her satanic bombs and must not use any satanic brain control, or you have violated the
terms of this agreement. Harm is defined as ANYTHING you do to us (directly or using one of your
supporters) that diminishes our mental, spiritual and physical health in ANY MANNER. 

You still there?

Brent, 2:00 PM Hmm. I think Zack's suggestion was smart, but I still like the 1:45 version the best.
Maybe just add the "Let's make a deal" to that one, and the part about banning Loree from using any
bombs or brain control.

Gail, 2:01 PM That WAS the 1:45 version. Oh, never mind. I used the wrong one. Loree's brain control
is awful.

Brent, 2:01 PM Oh, I see. She must be real mad that you're doing this.

Gail, 2:02 PM No, that was the 1:45 version. But the 1:45 version, ended with Harm is defined as
ANYTHING you do to us (directly or using one of your supporters) that diminishes. It somehow cut
off the very end, which I supplied and that says diminishes our mental, spiritual and physical health in
ANY MANNER.

Brent, 2:03 PM Okay.

Gail,  2:04 PM You don't like the last line that says Harm is defined as ANYTHING you do to us
(directly or using one of your supporters) that diminishes our mental, spiritual and physical health in
ANY MANNER.

Brent, 2:05 PM That works good.

Gail, 2:06 PM Okay, here it is. Good to go? 

Dear Satan:

Let's make a deal. I have made it Conspiracy Law that anyone who supports you, even if they don't
know it, must get the death penalty, because you are the biggest war criminal in all of human history
and you are guilty of the deaths of billions. Even within the past couple years you have ordered your



supporters, the Loree McBride Jesuits and others, to murder billions using Loree's germ bombs and
other  monstrosities,  in  your  attempts  to  wrest  control  of  the  universe  away  from Jesus  and  onto
yourself.  You  have  been  using  your  supporters,  like  Loree  McBride  and  others,  to  assist  you  to
eliminate those who oppose your murdering and rapist heart and to pacify your big ego, in order to
promote your beef with Jesus and your belief  that you can run the universe better  than Jesus. We
promise not to read Bible or to pray to Jesus during this hearing as long as you promise not to harm us
or to take over the courtroom. So if you don't harm us (directly or indirectly - this includes bombing,
brain control and all forms of harm) and we don't harm you, then we can have a fair trial to try you for
massive war crimes against the human race, because you use yourself and those who support you to
commit these war crimes. As a condition for this hearing, Loree, who is your supporter, must stop
launching all her satanic bombs and must not use any satanic brain control, or you have violated the
terms of this agreement. Harm is defined as ANYTHING you do to us (directly or using one of your
supporters) that diminishes our mental, spiritual and physical health in ANY MANNER.

Brent, 2:08 PM That looks good. The only other thing is you wrote "wrest control of the universe"
when I think you meant to type "wrestle". Then it should be ready to go. I like this.

Gail, 2:09 PM No, I meant wrest. Here is the definition of wrest: 1 : to pull, force, or move by violent
wringing or twisting movements. 2 : to gain with difficulty by or as if by force, violence, or determined
labor. wrest. Definition of wrest (Entry 2 of 2) 1 : the action of wresting : wrench.

Brent, 2:09 PM Oh! I see. 

Gail, 2:11 PM I'm going to say this instead, so there won't be any ambiguity, "to take control of the
universe away from Jesus. . ."

Brent, 2:11 PM That works good. What else do you plan to say in the video?

Gail, 2:14 PM Oh, you want me to say more? How about this for a title? "Satan, Let's Make A Deal."

Brent, 2:15 PM I was thinking you could explain what we plan to do tonight. Nothing extensive, just
short and sweet. I can help you bullet point it or script it. That's a good idea.

Gail, 2:15 PM Yeah, go ahead and script it for me. In the meanwhile, I will load up my blog walk video
to Patreon.

Brent, 2:15 PM Okay, great! We're quite the team.

Brent, 2:40 PM Almost finished. I'm always very thoughtful about what I write.

Gail, 2:40 PM Take your time. I'm eating breakfast.

Brent, 3:00 PM Okay, here it is. 

Today I have a major announcement to make. This will be of extreme historical importance, and will
affect every human being on Earth.

In short, my men have recruited the help of some Wiccans to summon the Dark Lord Satan from Hell,
and I will be offering him a deal on behalf of all of humanity.

This deal will, once and for all, bring Satan himself to trial for his crimes on Earth, including the crimes
committed by his followers such as Loree McBride.

Imagine being free of all suffering: Hood Mentality, allergy attacks, yeast infections, chronic diarrhea,
foot cramps, Jesuit drivers cutting us off in traffic, interference with our orgasms, unleashed dogs, loud
children, and all the gang stalking and day to day tortures inflicted by Loree McBride Jesuits and Satan
worshippers. Most of all -- imagine being free to love and marry who we choose, even if they are a
celebrity.



As World Empress, and the woman with the highest emotional IQ on Earth, I can promise you as your
leader that I have what it takes to go head to head in a battle of wits against the Dark Lord Satan, on
behalf of the world and all of my constituents.

Tonight, live on Discord for all Patrons, I will be leading the fight for the world in this unprecedented
historical event. We will be performing an official ancient ritual to summon Satan into the courthouse.

As World Empress, this is the letter I have written to Satan, to preface our goals and intentions for
tonight:

(The letter here)

If you wish to become part of a once in a lifetime historical event, and bear witness to the existence of
Satan, to prove to the world that Satan really exists, and agrees to stand trial for his crimes against
humanity, I invite YOU to join my Patreon. All Patrons $5 and up will be able to participate in this
event tonight. I repeat: we will be performing a ritual summoning of Satan, and we will be making a
deal with him on behalf of all humanity, in order to finally hold Satan himself accountable for his
worldly crimes. I hope to see you there.

Gail, 3:03 PM Brilliant.

Brent, 3:03 PM Great!

Gail, 4:58 PM Boy, the bombs are getting worse. I have awful postnasal drip. At least I don't have a
migraine headache yet.

Brent, 7:43 PM Hey Gail! We're all waiting for you in the Discord.

https://www.gabriellechana.blog/2021/04/30/history-satan-almost-destroyed-planet-earth-dec-4-2020-
hes-still-trying/

Discord December 4, 2020 Satan at Supreme Court (7:45 to about 10:45 PM) PART ONE

Zack Knight teleports Gail’s Patreon supporters to the Supreme Court.

Joseph Buster: It feels normal (referring to the teleport experience).

Zack: Having trouble breathing?

Gail: Testing. One. Two. Three. Testing. I think I’m good here.

Joseph Buster: No.

Zack: I think we got a good teleport and we verified that your pod’s operating properly. So we’ll go
ahead and teleport you back. Operating in three. Might want to protect your penis. Cuz sometimes your
penis gets turned upside down when you’re teleported. It’s no big deal. 

Gail: Alright. I’m on camera here. Let me go get this.

Joseph Buster: I’ll be back in a second.

Gail chuckles.

Gail (laughs): Having teleportation problems?

Zack: We’re just double checking. We might have his mom check it.

Tiffany: I didn’t know you could do all this stuff on Discord.

Zack: Yeah. Yeah. There’s all kind of stuff you can do with teleporter technology.

https://www.gabriellechana.blog/2021/04/30/history-satan-almost-destroyed-planet-earth-dec-4-2020-hes-still-trying/
https://www.gabriellechana.blog/2021/04/30/history-satan-almost-destroyed-planet-earth-dec-4-2020-hes-still-trying/


Gail: Wow. Who’s the lady? (Chuckles) Is that purple skerple (name of Discord participant)?

Tiffany: Hi Gail.

Zack: That’s Tiff Tiff All Day. You got new patrons.

Gail: Oh! Welcome, all of you! Yeah. Let’s see here. Oh goodness. I gotta turn this off. Hey man! I got
the voice recorder going at the same time I got this thing going. I guess I’ll just leave it on. So if one
recording doesn’t take, I’ll have another one for back up. (laughs)

Male Discord person (purpleskerple): There you go. You’re a multitasking, multi-talented gal, Gail. 

Gail: I don’t know. I didn’t know I could do that. I got the voice recorder going and I also have the
camcorder going. And then –. It’s looks like. . . I wasn’t sure how this would all work on Discord.

Zack: Everything’s alright?

Joseph Buster: I’m good. Normal.

Zack: Does it smell different?

Joseph Buster: What? 

Zack: We’ll find a girl who’ll cum on your face.

Gail laughs.

Zack: Sometimes it comes out like a rainbow. It’s not a gay thing.

Gail laughs.

Zack: Yeah. It’s totally cool.

Gail: This is interesting technology. Because this technology’s not reported on in mainstream news,
that’s why people think I’m crazy. (chuckles) You know. . . 

Joshua J. Joshua: Those Jesuits. . .

Gail: Yeah. . .

purpleskerple (male voice): That black woman you denounced as a Loree McBride Jesuit, yeah. . . the
one who, you were filming her kid. She yelled at you. Of course, she was a Jesuit. . .

Gail: No. She wasn’t a Jesuit. She wasn’t a Jesuit. She just--

purpleskerple (male voice): You found out later she wasn’t.

Gail: A low I.Q. woman. We misunderstood each other. So-- I apologized to her. I actually gave her
some support. She’s really frustrated because she doesn’t have enough money and she’s got a bunch of
daddies that won’t take care of their kids and she’s got like six or seven kids. (chuckles) 

Zack: She sounds pretty black.

Gail: Uh huh. Yeah. 

Joshua J. Joshua: That’s really nice of you, Gail. You’re not racist at all. Awesome.

Gail: Ah no! No. . .  I’m a very tolerant person. (chuckles) I’m very tolerant, empathetic person. So. uh.
. .So Satan’s got his invitation now? What’s going on with Satan? 

Zack: You know. Let me ask Rule 13. She’s been the one who’s kind of wrangling all the Wiccans.
They kind of – They don’t use deodorant and I’ve been trying to stay away from them. . .

Gail laughs.



Zack: They’re a little obese. You know, standard feminists. Um. So let me ask Rule 13. . .

Gail: Loree’s still dropping bombs. My nose has got that post-nasal drip.

Zack: So Rule 13. . .

Gail: I guess she’ll drop them as long as she can get away with it. (Gail sniffs, cuz of post nasal drip).
Or maybe it takes a while for it to clear, too.

Joshua J. Joshua: Were there a lot of bombs today?

Gail: There’s been a lot of bombs all the time. Loree. . . she’s a nut, man. (chuckles) She just never
quits.

purpleskerple (male voice): Yeah. She is. . .

Gail: She just throws those bombs. . . She just throws everything she has. . .

Rule 13 (friendly teenage girlish voice with Japanese accent): Hi, Gail Chan!

Gail: Huh? Who was that?

Rule 13: Gail Chan!

Gail: Is that Rule 13?

Rule 13: Me, Gail Chan!

Gail: Ah! Rule 13! I can hear you. I’m surprised!

Zack: Yeah. I usually have my penis in her mouth when we’re here. So you don’t get to hear her talking
very much. But--

Gail: I’m surprised Loree lets me hear her. Ah, she’s got-- I think this is the first time I’ve ever heard
her voice. She’s got a voice kind of like a teenager.

Zack: Yeah! Yeah! That’s why I like putting my penis in her mouth.

Gail chuckles. 

Gail: I’ve got a very deep voice. I’ve got a manly voice. (chuckles) Maybe that’s my manly genes.

Zack: I think there’s actually a whole video of Rule 13. Remember when she won that Nobel Prize in
Wiki Editing? 

Gail: Yeah. I remember that. Ooooh! I remember now! That’s her voice. I remember now. 

Zack: Yeah! The ideal wife who-- Yeah! She’s pretty fun. We got all kinds of people in here today.

Gail: Well, you got to admit if Satan’s going to show up, this would get a lot of people’s curiosity.
(laughs) And I also posted the Discord link at my YouTube channel, so-- Yeah! Are these all patrons, or
what? (sniffles) I mean with the Discord link--

Zack: Yeah, these are all patrons.

Gail: With the Discord link at the YouTube channel, maybe they don’t have to be a patron to get here.
Is that how it works to get here?

Zack: No no. Everyone here is a patron.

Gail: Oh, I guess the others were just listening and they didn’t connect. Is that how it works? (chuckles)

Zack: Yeah. This is a pretty big deal. You’re talking about a movie night versus summoning Satan from
hell. So it’s kind of a new thing we’re doing.



Gail: If you weren’t on our side, Zack, I would not be at all comfortable about doing this. But you’ve
had a lot of experience dealing with Satan. (chuckles)

NOTE: Zack is an ex-Antichrist.

Zack: That’s true. 

Gail: (chuckles) You know him. (chuckles) You were his right-hand man there for a while.

Terrance Jenkins: Yeah, this be Terry. I’d find it kind of intimidating if I had to deal with him without
Zack Knight here.

Gail: Oh, YEAH! Yeah! Satan!? (chuckles) He’s too smart! (chuckles)

Tiffany: Will we get our chance to air our grievances with Satan, first?

Gail: Well, I don’t know--

Terrance Jenkins: Yeah. I don’t see--

Gail: Huh?

Terrance Jenkins: I don’t see why we couldn’t. I’m probably gonna call him a dickface or something
like that.

Gail: Well, first we got to get him to show up. 

Terrance Jenkins: Yeah!  Well,  these Wiccans here they saying. They’re saying. They’re drawing a
pentagram on the ground right now. They seem kind of hesitant though. I think they’re more nervous
than we are. 

Gail: Oh oh. . . Could he kill them? (sniffles)

Terrance Jenkins: Well, he does have that molten semen. You know, when he ejaculates.

NOTE: Satan’s black devil semen is acid and very caustic.

Gail: Ooooh. I see. Yeah, when you’re calling Satan up, you don’t always know what you’re dealing
with, except Zack Knight knows him better than most of us do. 

Zack: Yeah. I’ve had quite a few incidents with that molten semen.

Gail: Yeah. I guess we better stop doing any praying right now. (laughs heartily) Just going to have to
rely on the strength of my spirit or something. 

Zack: Yeah. That’s kind of the rule. We got to-- The Wiccans are saying we can’t do any praying, or
reading the Bible or anything like that, cuz, uh, otherwise that will break the agreement of summoning
Satan, and it could even potentially get him the ability to just do whatever the hell he wants. 

Gail: Wow.

Zack: So we have to be kind of careful not to read the Bible, ugh, any of that kind of stuff. Cuz it could
interfere with the whole summoning from hell thing. 

Gail: Wow. That’s going to be a challenge for me but I think-- 

purple skerple (male): Jesus will protect us. It’s good that the Wiccans are hesitant. They know what
they’re doing. They know the severity of it.

Gail: Yeah. . .

Zack: Yeah, they’re not doing this in a kind of willy nilly fashion.

Gail: So Satan didn’t know about this yet?



Zack: No. His Internet connection is really slow.

Gail: Couldn’t Loree McBride communicate with him telepathically?

Zack: Well, she has the cell phone number. So she might have called him.

Gail: You mean Satan can’t telepathically communicate with Loree?

NOTE: Loree McBride had Antichrist powers at this time.

Zack: You know. He would use the brain-to-brain servers and we’d be able to hear it. Yeah. So he just
calls on the phone.

Gail: (laughs in amazement) I can’t believe he uses such traditional methods! Apparently, he’s not as
powerful-- He’s definitely below Jesus in power, that’s for sure.

Zack: Yeah. Yeah. Pretty much. He’s just a super smart guy. Kind of a dick. 

Gail: Yeah. He’s a major dick. (chuckles)

Zack: He’s a fucking bitch. 

Gail: He’s a liar.  .  . deceiver. . .trickster. . .a murderer. . .

Joshua J. Joshua: He’s a sodomite. 

Zack: Fucking faggot.

Gail: Well, yeah. He’s gay. 

Zack: Come on, guys. 

Purpleskerple (male): Yeah, Zack Knight was Satan’s tech guy. Now Zack Knight has left Satan and
has his own Jesuit Order. Yeah. I think he has to rely on outdated nineties shit. 

Zack: Yeah. He doesn’t even have cable Internet down there (referring to hell).

Gail (laughs): I had no idea he was in that sorry of a shape. I guess when he lost you, that was a major--

Zack: And they want us to wear masks for the coronavirus.

Gail: Everyone has to wear masks in hell?

Joseph Buster: Cuz of the yeast?

Zack: The whole Covid thing.

Gail:  Who’s wearing  masks?  Satan?  Well,  I  can’t  imagine  Satan  wearing  masks.  He’s  a  different
creature.

Joseph Buster: I heard that the masks were actually ineffective, cuz it was actually the yeast--

Joshua J. Joshua: He has to wear a mask for eternity.

Gail: That would be a good punishment for him, but--

Joseph Buster: About the masks. They’re actually ineffective--

Gail: That’s what I’ve heard, too. I think it’s mainly yeast. I don’t think it’s Covid. I think they’re
misdiagnosing people. It’s probably a mixed infection. That’s my theory. It’s mixed Covid and yeast,
and the yeast is probably the worser of the two germs. 

Zack: Yeah, that’s true.



Gail: Because Loree’s dropping all the yeast bombs, people are dying from  yeast. You know, yeast
brain and yeast everything. And then maybe they catch Covid and then the person who writes the death
certificate just writes it off as a Covid death. 

Purpleskerple (male): Do yeast brain doctors diagnose it as Covid . . .

Gail: I think anybody that has a yeast diagnosis gets diagnosed with Covid. And that’s really disgusting
cuz that makes it really easy for Loree to just drop her bombs everywhere and she doesn’t get any legal
repercussions from it, because nobody’s acknowledging that the real pandemic is yeast. That’s how she
gets away with all this murder.

Terrance Jenkins: This be Terry. So we going to be teleporting everybody over to the place where we
doing the seance. It’s right now, we got to get everybody over there, so um, if you’re a man, go ahead
and hold onto your balls right now. Ugh, I forgot to tell you that last time, but ugh. . .you should hold
your balls when we teleport. Okay. So everybody got em’, holding them tight. And if you’re a woman,
you got to hold your breasts and then if you’re a woman with small breasts just put your fingers on
your nipples. Ugh. So, okay. At the count of three, we’re going to go ahead and teleport real quick.
Ugh. I hear the console. So. One. . .two, three. Energize. 

Gail: Wow.

Terrance Jenkins: Okay. Everyone feel okay?

Some male was making a high pitched voice noise that sounded like woeful singing. 

Terrance Jenkins: Everybody feel okay? That sounded like a transporter failure for somebody. Okay, go
ahead and check your penis and make sure that it’s okay. 

Gail: Are they still going to be on camera? Are they still going to be on camera, even though they’re in
the courtroom?

Terrance Jenkins: No. We teleported the whole room.

Gail: Oh, the whole room. How interesting!

Terrance Jenkins: So, the men, make sure your penis is right side up. And, the women, sometimes your
breasts get switched. And, ugh, you might find that one is a little bit bigger than the other one. Yeah,
some women their breasts is a little bit too big . . .

Gail: I only got teleported once and that was in the battle with Angelina. And they won’t risk it with
me, but at that time it was worth it.

NOTE: Jesuits scan for Gail’s genetic profile in the teleportation technology and would vaporize her if
she used the teleportation technology. 

Terrance Jenkins: That was with the whole Church of Gail taken up. We’re using Jesuit technology
now, so that’s why there’s a few problems with the penises and breasts. Cuz Jesuit technology, the
teleporters are a little bit different. 

Gail: Oh, I see. . .

Joshua J. Joshua: I think my testicles switched. I think my left and right balls switched.

Gail: Oh no! 

Terrance Jenkins: That happens to every gay man. But you actually get a little more semen each time,
so--  Don’t teleport too many times without ejaculating. 

Joshua J. Joshua: Oh okay. They’ll flip back anyways, when we go back. So it’s okay.



Terrance Jenkins: Yeah. Yeah. Exactly. That’s how we do it, with the gays. 

Tiffany: I feel fine, but my dog’s acting kind of funny.

Terrance Jenkins: Oh, the dog may be pregnant.  Yeah,  did anybody here ejaculate  while  we were
transporting?

Joseph Buster: I didn’t. 

Terrance Jenkins: Ugh, Joseph Buster, you telling the truth?

Joseph Buster: Ugh, yeah.

Terrance  Jenkins:  Oh,  okay.  I’m making  sure,  cuz  you  seem a  little  guilty  right  there.  Ugh,  cuz
otherwise, you’re going to have to pay for that abortion for the dog.

Joseph Buster: Oh. . . .

Gail: What?! (laughs)

Terrance Jenkins: Yeah, the dog might be pregnant. But it’s okay. She just acting a little funny, cuz . . .

Tiffany: It’s a male dog.

Terrance Jenkins: Then that’s even more special. 

Purpleskerple: Tell him to grab his balls. I don’t know. 

Terrance Jenkins: I didn’t know it was a male dog.

Gail: What happened to the dog?

Tiffany: He’s okay now. He’s alright.

Terrance Jenkins: He’s probably going to poop out a dog baby pretty soon. It’s okay.

Gail: A male dog?

Terrance Jenkins: Yeah, it happens.

Gail: A male dog will have a baby?

Terrance Jenkins: Yeah. These Jesuit transporters they do all kinds of fun stuff. You know. All kinds of
crazy things.

Gail: Oh my goodness!

Joshua J. Joshua: Yeah, us gays don’t have to adopt anymore. We can just . . .

Terrance Jenkins: Oh my goodness! So we all here and it’s important we all be present for the séance.
So everybody’s able to be here. So right now, sorry ‘bout that.

Gail: Supreme Court’s there, too?

Terrance Jenkins: Say that again?

Gail: Is the Supreme Court justices, are they there?

Terrance Jenkins: Yeah, they all here.

Gail: Wow. This reminds me sort of the (2011) Quebec trial in a way. 

NOTE: This was a trial between Gail and Loree McBride conducted in Quebec, Canada, where Loree
McBride accused Gail of war crimes against the Jesuit Order because Gail executed millions of Jesuit
clone babies that were a combo of Loree McBride and Brent Spiner genetically and Gail accused Loree



of raping Brent against his will using brain control to gain control over his life. Terrance Jenkins was
the judge in charge of the Quebec trial.

Terrance Jenkins: You know, it’s kind of like the Quebec trial actually. Except we got a lot of people
live ????

Gail: Wow. 

Purpleskerple (male): Can we join hands?

Gail: Can they see me?

NOTE: Gail appeared at the Quebec trial via Skype.

Purpleskerple (male): Yeah.

Terrance Jenkins: Yeah, they can see you right now. One of them is really in love with you.

Gail (brightness in her voice): One of the justices?

Terrance Jenkins: The black one.

Gail: One of the justices?

Terrance Jenkins: Yeah, the black justice. What’s his face?

Gail: Clarence Thomas? He’s not there, is he?

Terrance Jenkins: Yeah! Yeah! Clarence Thomas.

Gail: Oh! He’s the conservative justice!

Terrance Jenkins: Yeah, that’s why he loves you so much.

Gail: Yeah. He’s a real Constitutionalist. That’s great. Wonderful. I love that.

Terrance Jenkins: He gave you an okay sign. He says, “yeah”.

Gail: I know about you, Clarence Thomas. You’re a real Constitutionalist. We need that. (chuckles)

Terrance Jenkins: He just blew you a kiss. Oh my goodness.

Gail laughs.

Gail: Yeah. . .

Terrance Jenkins: I think he be flirting with you.

Gail (chuckles): I sure hope Satan doesn’t pull something nasty on us. I hate to see any justices get
harmed.

Terrance Jenkins: Yeah. . .

Joseph Buster: Didn’t you make a video back in 2013, where you said the Constitution wasn’t adequate
to deal with modern-day terrorist technology?

Gail:  Um.  It’s  true,  but  my Conspiracy  Law can work with  the  Constitution.  They don’t  have  to
conflict.

Terrance Jenkins: Yeah. . .

Gail: Basically, I would say my Conspiracy Law enhances the Constitution. Ugh. I don’t know if what
I’m saying makes any sense, but-- it kind of updates it in a way. Cuz actually a lot of the principles that
I believe in are very Constitutional. For the freedom part. And not being controlled. Those are the basic
tenets of the Constitution. Of having freedom. 



Terrance Jenkins: Okay, it looks like. . .all the justices they just put on some black robes. All the men
on your marriage list, we’re putting on black robes, too. Um. And then, we’re walking around in a
circle. Brent’s drawing on a pentagram on the ground. Right now, the Wiccans is giving instructions on
everything to do. So they drawing a pentagram. . .ugh. . .Gail, go ahead and take a little bit of salt. You
got salt? Put it in your palm and toss it in your hair real quick. 

Gail: Oh okay. Hold on. I got to go get me some salt. Hold on.

Terrance Jenkins: Not a whole lot of salt. Just a little bit of salt. Like a little sprinkle.

Joseph Buster: Is Trump there?

Terrance Jenkins: Yeah. He’s here. He says, “It’s going to be great. Believe me.”

Gail: Donald Trump is there?

Terrance Jenkins: Yeah. He’s here.

Gail (applies it): Okay. I got a little bit of salt. It was sea salt. Does it matter?

Terrance Jenkins: Yeah. Sea salt is fine. I’m glad it didn’t hurt your eyes. It looked like. . .you’re going
to get it in the eye.

Gail: Yeah. Just a little bit. I put it up on the top. Is that okay?

Terrance Jenkins: Yeah. That’s perfect. Okay. So right now Brent is pouring some salt on his head, too.
Ugh, he went ahead and did a little bit more. But ugh. . .I think it’s okay. Just a pinch is fine. He’s also
drawing  a  ring  of  salt  on  the  ground.  He’s  pouring  it  on  the  floor  around  all  the  men  and  the
justices. . .and so, ugh. . .they got candles now and they’re holding all them candles.

Gail: Wow. Donald Trump is there. “Hi Donald! You’re brave!”

Terrance Jenkins: Okay. So they’re lighting the red candles now. I’m taking instruction. I’m kind of
relaying. . .

Gail: Okay. That’s fine. 

Terrance Jenkins: He said, “You gonna make America great again.” That’s what he just said to you.

Gail: Yeah. I’m going to try, Donald. As you know, it’s not easy. (laughs) 

Terrance Jenkins: Yeah, he said that Melania was a bitch.

Gail: Yeah. . .yeah. . . So is Loree McBride. (laughs)

Terrance Jenkins: Yeah. . . .

Gail: They (Melania and Loree) were working together.

Terrance Jenkins: They got the red candles lit? So they say we need five items. I’m going to find out
what those are real quick. Okay, the blood of a virgin. Is anybody a virgin? Raise your hand. 

Gail: Not me.

Terrance Jenkins: Buster’s a virgin. 

Gail: Oh, you can have a male virgin, too?

Terrance Jenkins: Okay, you got something to poke the tip of your finger there to get a little blood?

Joseph Buster: I got some, ugh. . .



Terrance Jenkins: Let me just teleport a little bit of blood out of your finger. Yeah. Hold your finger out
real quick. Okay. Grab your balls too, with your other hand. Three, two, one. Okay. That’s what we
wanted. Thank you very much. Blood of a virgin. Okay. What’s the next item?

One of the Wiccans speaks.

Terrance Jenkins: We need the blood of a homosexual.

Gail laughs.

Terrance Jenkins: You got any homosexuals?

Gail: We certainly do.

Joshua J. Joshua: I got you. I got it.

Terrance Jenkins: I think Joshua’s for sure. Okay. We got Joshua. And it has to be, his anus? Yeah, okay
now. We need you to go ahead and pull down your pants and bend over. We gonna teleport some blood
out of your anal tissues. 

Joshua J. Joshua: Alright, should I grab my balls?

Terrance Jenkins: Yeah! We got to go real deep.

Joshua J. Joahua: That’s perfectly fine. I’m used to that.

Terrance Jenkins: Yeah! Okay. Okay. 

Purpleskerple: On the bed sheets there’s probably some anal blood still there.

Terrance Jenkins: You know, that’s probably true. (turns to the Wiccan) Does it have to be fresh? The
Wiccan says it’s got to be fresh. So, okay. We’ll go ahead and do it and grab your balls. Yeah, go ahead
and grab your balls. 

Joshua J. Joshua: I’m ready.

Terrance Jenkins: Okay. Three two one, energize. Okay. We gots some of that homosexual blood. You
don’t got AIDS do you? You got the AIDS virus?

Joshua J. Joshua: No. I don’t got the AIDS yet.

Terrance Jenkins: Oh my goodness. Okay. Good. Or bad. Depends on your position, you know. Okay.
Now I heard we need semen. (to Wiccan) What kind of semen? Any semen. Okay. Ugh. We could ask
Buster, but ugh. . .but he already gave us the virgin blood. Buster, you could have busted us some
semen, right?

Joseph Buster: What?

Terrance Jenkins: It’s okay. We’ll ask the Cinephiliac. He seems to be enjoying himself.

Cinephiliac: Yeah. . . yeah.

Terrance Jenkins: Okay. Go ahead and see if  you can just give us a little bit of that semen. You think
you can do it yourself? Or we going to have to teleport it out of your testicle? Which one’s the best
testicle to get it from, too. 

Cinephiliac: Ugh, the left one.

Terrance Jenkins: Oh okay. Hold your right ball this time. Cuz we gonna get it out of the left one. Okay.
So in three, two, one. Energize. Oh my goodness! This transporter took a whole testicle. I’m sorry. 

Cinephiliac: That’s alright. 



Terrance Jenkins: Oh my goodness! Okay. We’ll try to get it back later. It’s ugh. Yeah, sorry about that.

Cinephiliac: Yeah, don’t sweat it.

Gail (smile in her voice): What technology!

Terrance Jenkins (talking to the Wiccans): So we got three of them now? Okay. We need pubes. This
can be male or females pubes. Does it matter? Any pubes? Anyone want to volunteer some pubic hair?

NOTE: Terrance Jenkins was in charge of the legal case that was brought against Gail’s family and the
Jesuits and that supposedly would be finished with this trial. He’s a Harvard Law School grad and a
judge.

Gail: You want mine? But you can’t teleport that from my apartment, can you?

Terrance Jenkins: You know, you’re right, cuz it’s special. You know, let’s not do that, it’s too powerful.

Gail: Too dangerous.

Terrance  Jenkins:  Yeah,  that  way  too--  For  anyone  who  doesn’t  know this,  Gail  gots  some  very
powerful pubes. Yeah, they have King David genes in them. 

Purpleskerple: They’re anointed.

Gail: Yeah. We don’t want Satan to get a hold of those pubes.

Terrance Jenkins: Yeah. Anybody want to volunteer their pubes? (pauses) Oh my goodness. Can it be a
black person’s pubes? Yeah.

Gail: I think Joseph Buster, is that him raising his hand?

Joseph Buster: Yeah!

Terrance Jenkins: I might have to reconnect. I think I’m not hearing everybody. Hold on just a sec’. I’ll
come right back. 

Joshua J. Joshua: Oh, is Loree trying to bother us?

Gail: Of course!

Terrance Jenkins: Okay. I’m back now. Someone’s going to volunteer some pubes. . .

Gail: Joseph Buster.

Joseph Buster: Yeah!

Terrance Jenkins: Go ahead and get three of them. We need to see them on the camera though.

Gail laughs.

Joseph Buster: You said you need three?

Terrance Jenkins: Yeah, we need three real long ones though.

Joseph Buster: You want me to show them on the camera?

Terrance Jenkins: Yeah.

Joseph Buster: I need scissors. My mom wouldn’t be happy about that. 

Gail: Maybe we should get someone else.

Joseph Buster: Use some sort of technology to do it.

Terrance Jenkins: Yeah, we can use technology. I don’t want to put scissors anywhere near him. 



Gail: Yeah. . .

Terrance Jenkins: I don’t want to have to use his mom’s scissors. Yeah, let’s go ahead and teleport.
Hold your balls real quick. Holding your balls? Three, two, one, energize. We got a double donor over
here. We got all kinds. We got a little bit of blood. We got pubic hair.

Gail: Oh no!

Terrance Jenkins: Okay.

Gail: Okay. That’s good. The blood is what you wanted. Never mind.

Terrance Jenkins: Yeah, it’s a little bit greasy. You put some sort of ???? in your pubic hair?

Joseph Buster: What?

Terrance Jenkins: You put anything special in it? Like some sort of oils or grease or something?

Joseph Buster: I don’t put anything in it, though.

Terrance Jenkins: Oh okay. Let’s move on. What’s the next thing we got to get? We got four items. I
think we got to do five. We need yeast cream.

Gail: What?

Terrance Jenkins: Who has yeast cream?

Gail: Yeast cream?

Terrance Jenkins: Yeast cream. You know like for a yeast infection. 

Gail: Like Nystatin?

Terrance Jenkins: Yeah! Something like that.

Gail: I have stuff like that, but I’d have to go to my first aid kit. Can you teleport it from my apartment?

Terrance Jenkins: Yeah, go ahead and get it from your first aid and we’ll go ahead and teleport it. I
think we can teleport that.

Gail: Let me see.

Gail walks off, can hear her flip flops.

Terrance Jenkins: We getting like a double feature today, aren’t we?

Joshua J. Joshua: Satan and Gail. Everything.

Terrance Jenkins: Yeah. Joseph Buster’s really contributing.

Joshua J. Joshua: Thank you for your virgin blood and your pubes.

Terrance Jenkins: We got to work on that virgin thing, though.

Joseph Buster: My parents aren’t letting me go out and do anything until the. . .you know, the social
distance situation with the yeast and Covid what not ends. 

Terrance Jenkins: Yeah. I understand that. What do your parents think about the yeast?

Joseph Buster: My parents are like most people. They don’t seem to believe Gail.

Gail: This is actually an old prescription. It’s probably expired. Would you call this yeast cream? It’s
Nystatin and ????. It’s not pure yeast cream. It’s got some cortisone stuff in it. 

Terrance Jenkins: Yeah. Where did you buy that? Is that the one you bought in the nineties?



Gail: Oh, this was like ten years ago. It’s a prescription. 

Terrance Jenkins: Oh okay. So we’re going to go ahead--

Gail: Should I just lay it down on my table or something?

Terrance Jenkins: Yeah, yeah. We’re not going to pull it out of your body. So you don’t need to hold
your breasts. So let’s go ahead.

Gail: You can do that from my apartment?

Terrance Jenkins: Teleport it in three. We’ll just teleport some out of the bottle. So we’ll take some out
of the tube.

Gail: Wow! Really?!

Terrance Jenkins: Yeah. Three, two, one – energize! Okay.

Gail: Did it work?

Terrance Jenkins: Yeah, the tube’s going to be a little bit smaller now cuz we took a little bit out.

Gail: It doesn’t look like it did anything. (observes) Oh, maybe it did.

Terrance Jenkins: Yeah, we just took a little bit.

Gail: Maybe it did. It doesn’t matter. It’s expired. I’m not allowed to use it any way. Jesus doesn’t want
me to use it.

Terrance Jenkins: Yeah, that’s true.

Joshua J. Joshua: That’s a perfect thing to summon Satan with.

Gail: So it’s not going to hurt me to lose a little bit of it.

Terrance Jenkins: That’s fine.

Gail: It’s got a little bit of hydro-cortisone cream in it, would that make a difference? Triamcinolone?

Terrance: (to the Wiccans): Is that going to make a difference? (they answer) Nope.

Gail: But it has anti-yeast properties.

Terrance Jenkins: The witches say it won’t make a difference.

Gail: Okay. That’s good. 

Gail goes to the restroom.

Terrance Jenkins: Gail’s got to use the restroom real quick.

Zack: We got Zack Knight here instead of Terrance.

Joshua J. Joshua: It’s good to have Rule 13 speak.

Zack: Yeah! I was trying to get her to talk.

Gail returns.

Zack Knight: Yeah, this is Zack Knight. I went ahead and gave Terrance Jenkins a break. So Rule 13 is
here  and  we  also  have  the  witch  ladies,  the  overweight  feminists.  Um.  Otherwise  known  as  the
Wiccans. Ugh, so they’re all here and they’re instructing Brent Spiner, he’s taking the yeast cream and
taking it to one point on the pentagram. And then, the second point, what are we putting in there? So
what’s the next thing to go in? Okay. The semen’s going on the next point.  So that’s going to be
Vladimir Putin. Vladimir’s walking over. He’s doing pretty well. He’s got that way of walking where



he swings that left  arm kind of wide.  Alright,  so he’s walking that  over.  Ugh. And then Matthew
McConaughey  is  taking  the  next  thing.  What’s  the  next  thing?  (pauses)  Oh  pubes.  So  Matthew
McConaughey is taking pubes. And he’s placing it there very gently. He’s a very feminine. I wouldn’t
say feminine--

Gail laughs.

Zack: Yeah, I’d say feminine. Ugh. Okay, what’s the next one? Okay. Homo blood. And who’s going to
carry that over? Okay, let’s get Gerard. So Gerard (Butler) is taking the homo blood and he’s putting it
at another point. And then last, but not least, we’re going to have Hugh Jackman. Hugh Jackman’s
going to take that virgin blood. Do we also get pubes? Who’s going to take the pubes? Do we have
good pubes. Oh, yeah,  you’re right. It’s right over there. What’s that? Oh, Matthew did the pubes. I’m
getting confused. Alright, so we’re going to take that virgin blood – Hugh Jackman – that’s very, very. .
. he (to Joseph Buster) can probably help you with that virgin problem. He can give you some pointers.
Maybe to tell you to not listen to the whole mom not fucking. That’s probably one thing. Ugh. So,
Hugh Jackman, he’s taking the virgin blood. He’s placing it on the last point on the pentagram. And
wow. The pentagram’s glowing. This is great. 

Gail: It’s doing what?

Zack: The pentagram’s starting to glow. Okay. Now the witches are saying we need one more thing. . .
(consults with them). We need a black dildo. That’ll be a large one. 

Gail: What if nobody has one?

Purpleskerple: Joshua probably has one.

Zack: I suspect. . . Tiff Tiff, you seem like the kind of girl who has big, black dildo.

Tiffany: Sorry, heating my ???? What’s that?

Purpleskerple: I do have one I have in a package for a Christmas present. But I can open it up, if--

Tiffany: Did somebody say dildos?

Gail: We need a black dildo.

Zack: We need a black dildo? You have one?

Tiffany: I have a purple one. 

Zack: Purple? Is that a dark purple?

Tiffany: Yes.

Zack: Okay. You know, I think that’ll work. So, go ahead and place that in front of you and you’re
going to actually get to see this one disappear. So place that in front of you, grab onto your boobs and
let me know when you’re ready. 

Tiffany: Okay, I’m ready. 

Zack: Okay. Three, two, one – energize. Alright, there it is. Okay, so Terrance, he’s black. So Terrance
Jenkins, he was talking a little bit earlier. Now, we’re going to have him involved. He’s wearing a black
robe. So Terrance Jenkins is carrying the purplish, darkish black dildo. The witches say to place it
directly in the center of the pentagram. Alright. Holy shit! You guys feel that?

Joshua J. Joshua: Oh wow.

Zack: You feel that, Gail?

Gail: No. Why would I feel it? I’m in my apartment.



Zack: We teleported your apartment and the surrounding neighborhood into the courthouse. 

Gail: Oh my goodness! I didn’t know you did that! I don’t think I’m feeling anything. 

Zack: But there’s like some sort of energy coming out of the center of the pentagram.

Gail: It’s safe to teleport my neighborhood there?

Zack: Yeah, we did it before on the Church of Gail. And we went ahead and teleported the whole
neighborhood. It’s not specifically you, so it’s pretty safe.

Gail: So I’ve been moved?

Zack: Yeah. You’re apparently in the courthouse.

Gail: Oh my goodness! 

Terrance Jenkins: Oh my goodness! 

Gail: I wonder why I have a slight headache even though I’m in the courthouse?

Joseph Buster is explaining to his mother what’s going on.

Joseph Buster (to his mom): We’re summoning Satan now.

Terrance Jenkins: Yeah, you got to tell your mom you’re busy summoning Satan right now.

Gail: Who’s summoning Satan?

Terrance Jenkins: Yeah. Joseph had to tell his mom he was summoning Satan.
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Gail: Is that a good idea?

Gail laughs.

Zack: This is Zack Knight. Yeah, I can totally vouch for Joseph’s mom. She’s a really, really fun gal.

Gail: Oh okay. (laughs) Alright.

Zack (smile in his voice): I would know.

Joshua J. Joshua: How would you know, Zack?

Zack: I know a lot of moms.

Gail laughs.

Gail: I think I get it. (chuckles) He knows everybody!

Zack: Gail gets it.

Gail (laughs): Yeah.

Zack: Yeah. I know all the moms.

Gail (to Zack): You have sex with just about every woman on the planet, don’t you?

Zack (smile in his voice): Yeah. Yeah. Well, you know, a lot of moms. . . a lot of women became moms.
You know what I’m saying. . .

Gail: You mean you made her pregnant?

Zack: Lets go ahead and change the subject. We got to do a summoning, huh?



Gail: Okay. We won’t worry about that right now. I think he’s made so many women pregnant, he’s lost
track.

Zack: Probably. Especially when making them pregnant just by looking at your picture, you know. 

Gail: That’s true. 

Zack: Oh, look at the floor. The floor is starting to get semi-transparent. You can see through it. It’s like
a big chasm going-- It’s like glass, it’s like a glass barrier, looks like--

Gail: And it’s 8:51.

Zack: Yeah, Matthew’s knocking on it. (pauses) Oh my gosh. 8:51. That’s significant.

Gail: Is it? 8:51?

Zack: Yeah, it’s a satanic number.

Gail: Oh dear. 

Zack: Yeah.

Gail: I didn’t know that. I had no idea. . .

Zack: So, ugh. . .Matthew, he’s standing on it. It’s solid.  It’s like a glass barrier between. There’s a
chasm down there.

Gail: Is it safe for him to stand on it? What if it opens up?

Zack: Yeah! Come on, Matthew. Get off there. That’s kind of stupid.

Gail: You don’t want--

Zack: Matthew. Matthew.

Gail: You don’t want to drop down to hell. 

Joseph Buster: Ugh. Yeah. . . Like you could drive to the ocean and jump in. And then like a pod would
get me, in a white cruiser or something and it’s probably Satan. 

Zack: What happened?

Joseph Buster: I just got a vision of a cartoon wife who’s telling me to go jump into the ocean and a
pod would take me and deliver my cartoon wife ??? That’s Satan.

Zack: You know, that sounds legit. 

Joseph Buster: What?

Gail’s supporters were trying to encourage Joseph to get out of his mom’s house and be on his own.

Zack: That’s not a bad idea. But maybe for later.

Joseph Buster: Yeah, but I brought the cartoon wife on Satan, though.

Zack: Oh, then don’t do it then. Yeah. So um okay. I’m hearing something. You guys hearing that? It’s
like the ground’s rumbling. (pauses) You feeling that, Gail?

Gail: No. It doesn’t even seem like I’m-- I think I’m feeling something on the floor. But it’s very slight.

Zack: Yeah. The floor’s shaking.

Gail: Yeah. A little bit. Very--

Zack: Oh my God. Oh my God, Satan. Satan’s right there under that glass. You know, this kind of like
glass barrier. He’s knocking on it.



Gail: Oh, how interesting. . . 

Zack: It’s like he can’t get through. Okay, the witches are saying. . .he can’t get through until he has
met the conditions that Gail has for it. That’s why Gail had to pour the salt on her head. Cuz she has to
basically negotiate the terms for him to come into the courtroom. (pauses) Gail, you had like a speech
that you wrote, right?

Gail: Yeah. You want me to read it?

Purpleskerple: Give your terms.

Gail: Dear--

Zack: Go ahead and state your terms.

Gail: Dear Satan, let’s make a deal. I’ve made it Conspiracy Law that anyone who supports you, even if
they don’t know it, must get the death penalty. . .because you are the biggest war criminal in all of
human history and you are guilty of the deaths of billions. Even within the past couple years you have
ordered your supporters, the Loree McBride Jesuits and others to murder billions using Loree’s germ
bombs and other monstrosities  in your attempts to take control of the universe away from Jesus and
onto yourself.  You’ve  been using your  supporters  like  Loree  McBride  and others  to  assist  you to
eliminate those who oppose your murdering and rapist heart and to pacify your big ego in order to
promote your beef with Jesus and your belief  that you can run the universe better  than Jesus. We
promise not to read Bible or to pray to Jesus during this hearing as long as you promise not to harm us
or to take over the courtroom. So if you don’t harm us directly or indirectly, this includes bombing,
brain control and all forms of harm, and we don’t harm you, then we can have a fair trial to try you for
massive war crimes against the human race, because you use yourself and those who support you to
commit these war crimes. As a condition for this hearing, Loree McBride, who is your supporter, must
stop launching all her satanic bombs and must not use any satanic brain control or  you have violated
the terms of this agreement. Harm is defined as anything you do to us, directly or using one of your
supporters that diminishes our mental, spiritual and/or physical health in any manner. (pauses) Those
are the terms.

Zack: You know, Gail, the Wiccans are trying to leave. Hold on a sec’. They’re trying to get out of here.

Gail (quietly): Really?

Zack (to the guards): Yeah, go ahead and grab them. Don’t let them leave. (pauses) Oh my God. 

Gail: Did I--

Zack:  They’re saying they didn’t  realize you were going to have such stringent  terms.  They were
hoping that Satan would come in and do bad stuff. These are bad Wiccans.

Gail: They’re bad Wiccans?

Zack: Yeah. They wanted Satan to come in and do all kinds of bad stuff in the courtroom and now
they’re saying that cuz you set such stringent terms, they do want to do it anymore.

Gail: They didn’t see the video I posted earlier today?

Zack: No, they didn’t see the video.

Gail: Did I read the terms wrong? Is this not what you wanted?

Zack: No, I think you read them right. They don’t want to do it now, cuz they don’t like that your terms
are so good.

Gail (understands): Ooooh. . . so what does this mean?



Zack: They were hoping Satan would come-- Ugh, I don’t know, we could finish it--

purpleskerple: A fifty dollar card for Chick Fillet. I want to give that to ????? to sweeten the deal.

Zack: Okay. The fat one wants the gift card for the chicken, because she wants-- She wants to eat.
Yeah. Ugh, but there’s this kind of skinny, dikish one, with like really, really shitty hair. Um, and she’s
saying she’s not gonna do it. Looks like we need both of them. 

Gail: So Satan is underneath the glass?

Male voice: They’re working for Vladimir Putin. I’m kind of working with him. I’m with his security

Another male voice: There’s a drunk person in this room. 

Male voice: They kind of want to instate communism. I’ll give a passport if they stay. Tell them that.

Gail: What now?

Male voice: I’m not sure. I’ll let them know.

Zack: I don’t know.

Male voice: And they can have the communism.

Zack: Oh oh. Looks like he got muted accidentally. 

Gail: What is this with communism? We don’t want communism! 

Zack: Yeah. Yeah. I think he was drunk.

Gail: We don’t want communism. That would be very bad. We don’t want communism here. 

Male voice: They think they’re getting it, but they’re not. (pauses, makes a loud shush noise) It’s a
secret.

Gail: That’s what Loree McBride wants, is communism. 

Male voice: Yeah, it’s not really communism though. She wants something else. She want socialism.

Gail: No.

Zack: She wants the dick. 

Gail:  No. No. She wants-- socialism is actually not that bad. Communism is bad.  If I was against
socialism, I wouldn’t have Bernie Sanders in my Cabinet. 

Male voice: Ah, I’m so sorry. I misspoke. 

Zack: Ugh. Satan’s knocking right now on the floor. He says, “What are we going to do?” He says he
came all the way up here. He says he’s willing to take the deal, but we need to have the Wiccans finish
the job. Ugh Gail, what do you want to do with these women. One of them’s saying she’s not gonna do
it under any circumstances. What do we need to do to make her do it?

Gail: Which one is it? The skinny one?

Zack: Yeah, the fat one just wants to eat chicken and she’s cool with it, as long as you give her food. 

Gail: Is there anybody at Church of Gail that we could get her like, get her to marry? Ugh, like a
woman? If she had a true love lesbian relationship with a woman, would she interested in that? Could
we scan to see if there’s anybody compatible with her, like we did with the Brent Spiner clone?

Zack (pauses): Let’s go ahead and do that real quick. Ugh. Okay, we’re scanning. . . Apparently, this
one’s a real toxic lesbian. 



Gail: Oh really? So, in other words, there’s not really anyone who’d want to be with her then.

Zack: Yeah. Nobody wants to be with her. (pauses) You know, I scanned her, she is a Satanist.

Gail: She’s a what?

Zack: Yeah, the scans reveal she’s a Satanist. She was hoping to bring in Satan and get him to take over
the court.

Gail: My goodness. I’m surprised you guys didn’t know this.

Zack: Yeah, she hid it pretty well. We just thought she was a regular lesbian. 

Gail: Ooooh. This was a trick. Are there any other Wiccans in the Church of Gail we could use?

Terrance Jenkins: Oh my goodness, Gail, this is Terry. No, we don’t have anyone else. These are the
only two that can do it. 

Gail: Hmmm. Any Wiccans on planet earth?

Terrance Jenkins: Satan’s getting real impatient. I think he’s about to leave.

Gail: Oh really? I don’t know. Ask Brent. Brent’s really wise. What does he think?

Terrance Jenkins: Yeah. Okay. You know what? He-- Let’s burn her at the stake.

Joshua J. Joshua: We’re going to burn her at the stake.

Gail: Is that going to bring Satan up?

Zack: Yeah. Satan’s nodding “yes”.

Gail: So if we burn her at the stake, Satan will come up?

Zack: Okay, the fat one said, “No, that’s not true.”

Terrance Jenkins: Oh my goodness, so okay. So, apparently, somebody who can make a connection
with Satan has to go in and put his hand on the glass. And then, Satan’s going to make his demands and
then you both have to mutually agree. And then once you mutually agree, then we can move forward
and come through.

Gail: So you don’t need two?

Terrance Jenkins: Yeah, the fat one, she says she’s just there for the food. And she gave us the answer.
All we need is for someone to put their hand on the glass. Who has a connection with Satan.

Gail: Anybody.

Terrance Jenkins: Who do we have that might have a connection with Satan?

Gail: What about Zack Knight?

Terrance Jenkins: Oh my goodness! That’s a good idea.

Cinephiliac: I have the satanic Bible. 

Terrance Jenkins: That’s bonus points.

Zack: Hey Gail. It’s Zack Knight. Yeah, I think I can probably do this. 

Gail: Zack Knight says he’ll do it.

Zack walks over to the glass.



Zack: Alright, I’m putting my hand on the glass. Boy, that feels kind of weird. It’s kind of cold. Alright,
I can-- This must be what Brent Spiner feels like when Jesus types through him. Alright, Gail, I feel
like Satan’s going to speak through me.

Gail: Oh my goodness, like he’s going to use you sort of like Antichrist. 

A hissing noise.

Satan (speaking through Zack’s voice, very calm and deliberate): Gail, this is Satan. I’m speaking to
you through Zack Knight. 

Gail: Okay. . .

Satan (Zack’s voice): How are you doing?

Gail: Well, Satan, I would be doing a lot better if you’d quit killing innocent people and using Loree
McBride as your agent. 

Satan (Zack’s voice): Well, I am Satan after all. So 

Gail: Um--

Satan (Zack’s voice and authoritative sounding): My conditions. My conditions, Gail.

Gail: What was that?

Satan (Zack’s voice, authoritative sounding): My conditions is all I want is a fair trial. That’s all I want.

Gail (resilient): Okay!

Satan (Zack’s voice, authoritative): So I need to be able to bring my legal representation. I’d like to be
tried by a jury of my peers.

Gail: A jury of your--

Satan (Zack’s voice, authoritative): And I’d also like my supporters to be able to be present.

Gail (skeptical): A jury of your peers? (pauses) What does that mean?

Satan (Zack’s voice, authoritative): Yes. I’d like a selection of jurors that include those from your side
of the aisle and from my side of the aisle.

Male voice: Demons?

Gail: No, we’re being tried by the Supreme Court.

Satan (Zack’s voice, insistent): These are my conditions. . . .

Gail: A juror of peers. Um. Who would be in that group? Are these Satan worshipers?

Satan (Zack’s voice): No, they can be anyone from hell that you want.

Gail: Oh! It’s got to be anyone from hell that I want?(thoughtful) A juror of your peers. . .Um. . . Is
Brent Spiner? Can I talk to Brent Spiner?

Rule 13: Gail Chan?

Gail: Huh?

Rule 13: Gail Chan?

Gail: I want to consult with Brent. I want Brent to advise me. (waits) What do you think?

Rule 13: Brent says Hitler.

Gail: What?



Rule 13: Brent says choose Hitler.

Gail: Choose Hitler? (pauses) Okay. We’ll choose Hitler.

A loud sniff noise.

Satan (Zack’s voice): Excellent choice.

A pause.

Gail: Is that enough?

Satan (Zack’s voice): And may I bring my legal team?

Gail: Is that? Would Hitler be considered a jury of your peers?

Pause.

Satan (Zack’s voice, sounding more flippant): Yeah, that’d work.

Gail: Your legal team. What’s that?

Satan (Zack’s voice, flippant): Well, my satanic attorneys. . .

Gail (guard up): Then who are they? (pauses) Are these earthly lawyers?

Satan (Zack’s voice): These are demonic lawyers.

Gail: Demonic lawyers? What does that mean?

Satan (Zack’s voice): They’re demons.

Gail: They’re demons. So they’re demons in human bodies?

Satan (Zack’s voice): Yes.

Gail: Huh?

Satan (Zack’s voice): Yes.

Gail: Ah, demons in human bodies. . .  (pauses) Brent Spiner, what do you say? I have a lot of respect
for my husband.

Cinephiliac: Can we use a devil’s advocate?

Satan (Zack’s voice): That’s a great idea.

Gail: What was that? (pauses) I want to confer with my husband. Is Brent there?

Rule 13: Brent says “yes”, Gail Chan!

Gail: Okay. Alright. Devil’s advocate? Alright. If Brent says “yes”, we’ll go for it.

Satan (Zack’s voice): One more thing.

Purpleskerple: Keanu Reeves needs to be our prosecutor against Satan.

Satan (Zack’s voice): I don’t have any disagreement with that.

Gail: Who said that? Who wants Keanu Reeves as the prosecutor against Satan?

Purpleskerple: He wrote the script for The Devil’s Advocate, which was an anti-Jesuit, anti-satanic . . .

Satan (Zack’s voice):. . . movie.

Gail: I actually have a lot of respect for Brent Spiner’s judgment. What does Brent think?

Terrance Jenkins: Hey there, Gail, this is Terry. 



Gail: Huh?

Terrance Jenkins: Yeah. Brent’s over here. He said he doesn’t see any problem with those terms. 

Gail: So we could use Keanu Reeves?

Terrance Jenkins: If it’s a fair trial. Well, he says that Keanu’s going to help him with the prosecution. 

Gail: Oh? Help Brent?

Terrance Jenkins: Yeah! Brent’s going to lead it. But Keanu’s going to help.

Gail: I’ll do whatever Brent wants. 

Lots of sniff noises.

Terrance Jenkins: Okay. Looks like, Zack’s kind of having a little bit of a seizure. Okay.

Satan (Zack’s voice): One more thing, Gail. (long pause). My lawyers need pee breaks. Need to be able
to go out and go pee and come back to the courtroom.

Gail: If it’s okay with Brent, we’ll do it.

Terrance Jenkins: Yeah, this is Terry. Brent says he wants pee breaks, too. 

Gail: Okay! No problem.

Satan (Zack’s voice): Sounds like you’ve made a deal with the devil, Gail. 

Gail: Yeah, I guess I have--

Terrance Jenkins (interrupts): Oh my goodness! The floor just opened up. Yeah, Satan’s coming out
now. Oh my God. (pauses)

Satan comes out naked in his Adonis angel form with six-pack abs and looking physically “hot”. His
long, fat penis is visible. 

Terrance Jenkins: He’s kind of nicer looking than I remember.

NOTE: In the past, he’d usually come out as a reptile/humanoid shape.

Gail: What does he look like?

Terrance Jenkins: He’s got ugh blonde hair, blue eyes and he’s about six feet tall.

NOTE: All the women in the courtroom were getting wet pussies and the gays were ejaculating. Gail is
demisexual and she didn’t see Satan, either. He wasn’t on her Discord in a visible manner.

Gail: Does he look like Alexander the Great?

Joshua J. Joshua (Joshua’s gay): No, he’s hot.

Terrance Jenkins: Yeah! (pauses) Yeah! He looks like Alexander the Great. He’s got real good abs, too.

Gail: Oh my goodness, cuz my theory for my novel is that Alexander the Great is Satan incarnate.
(pauses) I don’t know if that’s true or not.

Terrance Jenkins: Oh my goodness, Gail! Oh my goodness! There’s all these demons flying up through
the hole, too. There’s so many of them! 

Gail (thoughtful): Wow. . . 

Terrance Jenkins: They’re all materializing. That’s all his lawyers. There’s so many of them, Gail. It’s a
whole legion. 

Gail (thoughtful): Wow. . .(pauses) Are those like the UFO people?



Terrance Jenkins: Yeeeaah. . . .(pauses) Yeah, we got Adolf Hitler’s up in here, too. He just gave you a
Nazi salute there, Gail.

Gail laughs.

Gail: Goodness.

Terrance Jenkins: Yeah. He winked at you. I think he finds you sexually attractive. 

Gail: He knows about me from hell?

Terrance Jenkins: Yeah. You’re all the rage in hell.

Gail: I AM? (pauses) How’s Zack Knight doing? Is he okay?

Terrance  Jenkins:  He  said  something  in  German.  Yes.  Zack  Knight’s  on  the  floor.  He’s  kind  of
shivering. Hold on. Let me see how he’s doing? Hey Zack. How you doing?

Zack (very raspy): Ugh. I’m alright.

Gail: Wow. So Satan went inside Zack Knight--

Zack: Yeah. Sorry, Gail. That took a lot out of you. It’s kind of like getting hooked up for a baby. 

Gail: So Satan’s in a different persona now, he’s not inside of you anymore, huh, Zack?

Zack: Yeah, Satan’s like. I’ve seen him like this a few times. This is kind of his ugh-- This is the form
he was before he was cast into hell. 

Gail (understands): Ooooh! When he was Lucifer!

Zack: Yeah, he’s a really good looking guy.

Gail: Well, ugh. He was the most beautiful of all the angels. 

Male voice: Now he doesn’t have a gym membership anymore. 

Zack: Alright, so ugh. Satan’s just there conferring with his ugh attorneys. He’s sure got a lot of them,
Gail. Um. I mean it’s a whole legion. They’re still coming out of the hole, too. 

Gail: Oh my goodness!

Zack: I don’t think Satan’s allowed to do anything in the court. Satan’s approaching the stand. He’s
about the speak.

Satan (gay lisp, tenor voice, very carefree): Hhi, Gail! Thhiss is Satan! How you doing?

Gail: Satan, I’ll be doing a lot better when you start being good.

Satan (gay lisp, carefree): Oh, you silly. You’re szo szilly Gail. I’m not gonna do anything bad. (doesn’t
sound convincing) I’m gonna be nicze this time, okay?

Gail: Okay.

Satan (gay lisp, carefree): Okaay. Szo what did you want to talk to me about? I’m here.

Gail: Well,  what I want to talk to you about is that since you are determined to control the planet
according to your specifications, which includes murdering anybody who won’t worship you, we want
to take out people that are like that, cuz it’s not fair to true-- You oppose true love. And that’s not right!

Satan (gay lisp, a bit conciliatory): Well, I do oppose true love in all its form. Okay. So that’s true. You
got me there, right. But why, why would I help you do anything that’s not in my best interests?

Gail: Because maybe one day down the road Jesus might let you back into heaven. 



Satan (gay lisp, somewhat thoughtful): Yeah, I don’t think that’s gonna happen any time soon, though.

Gail: Well, it’s up to you, Satan. You’re the one who decided to be the rebel. 

Satan (gay lisp): I am a rebel, though. (light laugh)

Gail (with conviction): That was your decision. You didn’t have to rebel. You didn’t have to be a rebel.
You could have stayed right where you were. . . And you should have. And now you’ve caused disorder
in the universe, and pain and suffering and death!

Satan (gay lisp):  Well.  .  .it’s  szo much funner  this  way though.  (carefree)  Gail,  I  mean come on.
Everybody-- What would it be like, iiv Satan wasn’t szo fun. I mean the world would just suck.

Gail (with conviction): It’s not fun to feel pain and suffering and to get sick and to throw up and to
bleed and to have to work by the sweat of our brow. It’s not fun to have earthquakes and to have
tsunamis and hurricanes and tornadoes and all that stuff! And all the murders.

Satan (gay lisp): I think it’s great.

Gail (with conviction): It’s not great!

Satan (gay lisp): I think you’re just a bitch. You’re a bitch, Gail, and tthatz all I have to say. You’re a
bitch.

Gail (with conviction): Nah! You can call me whatever you want. But I believe in true love and when
true love rules the universe, everybody’s going to be at peace and happy and we’ll all get along and
there’ll be no more bloodshed and suffering and all this  crap that you’ve unleashed in the universe!
Because you’re on a big ego trip!

Satan (gay lisp): Ugh, you know Gail. I’m not the one with the gziant ego, cuz I can handle lots of
things I know you can’t handle very well. And I’m gonna give you an example. My first exhibit for this
trial-- Is going to be-- Exhibit A.

Terrance Jenkins: Oh my goodness, Gail. He just put up a video feed of you with your dildo.

This was a video Gail made in Jan. 2012, at the insistence of her men, when they insisted she use the
dildo Christmas present they got her for Christmas 2011 on video so they could see it. The Jesuits stole
this video off Gail’s computer and made it go public. 

Gail: So what’s the big deal?

Satan (gay lisp): Yeah. It’s the dildo video, Gail. Okay, we got a dildo video. This is the one where you
were taking the dildo and it’s really big and you couldn’t even fit it into your vagina. 

Gail: What does that have to do with the fact that you’re a murderer? How does this justify murder?
How does this justify murder?! Huh?!

Satan (gay lisp): It’s all part of the case.

Gail: How does this justify murder?!

Satan (gay lisp): It’s all part of my case, Gail.

Gail: How does this justify murder?

Satan (gay lisp): This is all part of my case. Now we’re going to watch this video. It’s a 24 hour on the
loop video. And we’re gonna watch the video and everyone’s gonna laugh and all the demons are
laughing at you right now, Gail.

Gail: I don’t care. It’s funny. I agree with you. It’s funny. What does this have to do with the fact that
you murder?



Satan: You couldn’t even fit it--

Gail: What did you say?! I don’t care about the stupid video.

Satan: You couldn’t even fit the dildo.

Gail: So who cares? Who cares? What does it have to do with the fact that you’re killing people cuz
they won’t worship you. I mean--

Satan: I think that’s great.

Gail: This is irrelevant. This has nothing to do with the dildo. I’m not worried about the dildo. The
whole world could watch the dildo. I don’t care. As long as you don’t make people suffer cuz they
won’t worship you. Because you don’t punish people. Why don’t you--

Satan mumbles something.

Gail: Why don’t you believe in freedom! What’s wrong with freedom! Why do you use brain control
on people to force them to follow you! Why don’t you give people free will!

Satan: I did, Gail. I did right here in this courtroom. 

Gail: Yeah, but you don’t, in general. And when you’re outside of the courtroom you don’t give people
free will.

Satan mumbles something.

Gail: And that’s what this case is all about. It’s about freedom. It’s about freedom. Because you don’t
let people have free will! And because if they don’t follow you, then you force them. 

Satan mumbles something. 

Gail: You force them against their will to follow you. And that’s wrong! It’s against true love. You can’t
have  true  love  without  freedom.  And  that’s  why you’re  against  true  love,  because  you’re  against
freedom! Why are you against freedom?!

Satan: I’m telling you, Gail. I agreed to freedom in this courtroom. You summoned me and you said, “I
want you to come over here and you’d be nice while you were in the courtroom.”

Gail: I agree with you. In the courtroom. But this is the ONLY place where you believe in freedom.
Once we get out of this courtroom you’re gonna go after your same garbage of controlling everybody.

Satan (gleeful): That’s you, Gail. . .Guess what? And what did you agree to? You said that my demons
could go outside. (laughs) And I said, I won’t do nothing in the courtroom. . . (laughs and gleeful)

Gail (incredulous): What’d you say?

Satan (laughing as he talks): You said that all of my demons could go outside for a pee break.

Gail: So what does that mean?

Satan (gleeful): Well, what that means is. . .is that, I can do whatever I want with the rest of the world,
and you brought me here. . .And if you pray, then I get to enslave everyone in this courtroom, too. But,
for right now, the rest of the world is HELL, and I’m, I’m invading right now, so all my lawyers is
going outside for a pee break and gonna torture everybody, and, 

Gail (interrupts): You’re violating your terms. I said indirectly. You’re indirectly violating your terms.
Because you’re using--

Satan (gleeful): I’m not hurting you. I’m not hurting you or your men.

Gail (interrupts): You just violated your terms. That’s indirectly. 



Satan (gleeful): Ooooh really? So I guess I can--

Gail (interrupts): You don’t harm us.

Satan (gleeful): The terms are invalid then. So I guess the terms are invalid then.

Gail (interrupts): No no. That harms. Wait a minute. Satan that does harm us. It harms us indirectly.
Because when you go out there and harm the people in the world that affects us. 

Satan (gleeful): So what you’re saying is you want me to cancel the whole terms and let me enslave
everyone in the courtroom, too?

Gail: No. I’m saying you need to honor your terms. You’re harming us indirectly by using your demons
out there to harm the world. 

Satan (gleeful): My attorneys are saying that this is okay. That this is all according to the terms, I’m not
harming you. So, if you’d like-- We don’t have a sever-ability clause. So we can throw out the entire
case,  throw out  the  entire  agreement,  and--  And  I  can  go  ahead  and  do  whatever  I  want  in  the
courtroom, too, if you’d like. . .

Gail: Brent. Brent. Has he violated his terms? (pauses) That’s indirectly harming us. 

Satan (gleeful): Brent said, “Technically not, Gail.”

Gail: Okay, so while this case is going on.

Satan mumbles something.

Gail: So while this case is going on, you’re using your demons to harm the world? I guess you do it all
the time, any ways. So what’s new?

Satan (gleeful): Well, I never had anyone actually summons me through a portal and let all my demons
come in, so-- Thank you very much, Gail, for the opportunity to take over the planet. 

A pause.

Gail: Well, you’re already prince of the power of the air.

Satan (gleeful): Okay? When I’m on the ground, too?

Gail: Okay. Alright. Let’s get off the subject of your demons. The problem is. . .

Satan (gleeful): Right now, people are on fire, Gail. People are on fire (laughter in his voice). And the
demons are raping them in the butt. In the butt, okay?

Joshua J. Joshua: Oh, do you believe him, Gail? Remember he’s the prince of lies.

Satan (gleeful): Well, you guys can look outside. But you’re all teleported here in the courthouse, so--

Gail: Okay--

Satan (gleeful): If you go outside, you’re gonna be on fire.

Gail: Ugh. You’re causing suffering right now. You’re guilty. You just proved that everything I said
about you is right. You just proved that everything I said about you is correct. You’re evil. Because
you’re forcing people against their will to suffer.

Satan (gleeful): I’m not contesting that, Gail. I’m not contesting that I’m evil. But, do you want to go
ahead and cancel the terms? I can go ahead and take over the courtroom, too, then, if you’d like. . .

Gail: No, we don’t need to cancel the terms. The verdict is that you’re evil and that we deserve to
execute all of your followers. All your supporters.



Satan (gleeful): That’s great. Go ahead and do it, Gail. Go ahead and do it, okay?

Gail: You are evil and you’re causing suffering and--

Satan (gleeful): And what do you think is going to happen?

Gail: This whole case--

Satan (interrupts): What do you think is going to happen to the Jesuits?

Gail: This whole case is about whether--

Satan (interrupts): Gail, you been carrying on war with the Jesuits for the last twenty years and-- And,
you’re telling me that you always thought you could win in a court case? When you’re in full armed
conflict with your enemies? Like they’re gonna come to court. We’ve been picking on you the whole
time by showing up. 

Gail: What now?! What are you saying?

Satan: You know, every time you’ve been calling the Jesuits in the court, we been shooting nukes at
each other. We been shooting nukkakes. . . And you been shooting all kinds of nukes. And you think
that this was gonna be resolved in a courtroom? We been messing with you the whole time, Gail. . .

Gail: What you’re saying doesn’t make any sense. What does this have to do with the fact that we
deserve to execute all of you?

Satan: You can deserve whatever you want, Gail.  But you gotta beat us up, cuz, because we don’t
believe in your courtroom-- We don’t. Your Conspiracy Law doesn’t do nothing for us. The laws only
apply to places that accept them. We don’t accept them. SORRY.

Gail: Um. . . you don’t accept--

Terrance Jenkins: Oh my goodness, Gail. I never thought of it this way.

Gail: What does that, Terrance?

Male voice: Sweeten the deal.

Gail: What is he saying, Terrance?

Terrance Jenkins: I think Satan is saying that the laws don’t apply to him, and that you’re gonna have to
go to war with him if you want to enforce the laws. Oh my goodness!

Gail: Gonna have to go to war with him to enforce the laws?

Satan (gleeful): Yes, Gail. What I’m saying is, this whole time we been at war. And then you’re saying
you gonna sue us. And we’re already at war.

Gail: No, we’re not going to sue you. What we want to do is execute all of your followers. We want
your technology. You’ve got a scanning technology that we can use to take out all of your followers.
That’s what we want.

Satan (gleeful): We can use it on you, too. You want us to use it on you?

Male voice: What if we offer you welfare in hell? And offer you food share cards and faster Internet.

Satan (gleeful): Hmm. I’m listening.

Joshua J. Joshua: And what if there is more gay sex in hell for you?

Male voice: Yeah, food share and gift cards for KFC.

Satan: Hmmm. Whu- I like Popeyes.



Male voice: Could we do some Popeyes?

Satan: Let me confer with my attorneys.

Male voice: X-Box?

Satan: Now which kind of X-box. I don’t want to get the old kind.

Joshua J. Joshua: X-Box S.

Satan confers with his attorneys.

Gail: I thought Keanu was going to represent me. Looks like I’m my own attorney.

Satan: Well, Brent’s talking, too. But I always cut off his microphone, cuz I think it’s funny.

Gail: Isn’t that interfering?

Satan: Yeah, I’m the reason why ????

Gail: You’re harming us by cutting off his microphone. 

Satan: Gail, I already told you. I can harm you all I want right now. I’m gonna stick my penis on
Vladimir Putin. I’m gonna ejaculate on his head. And watch-- -kay, see I did it. And now his head’s on
fire.

Joshua J. Joshua: Oh my God.

Satan: And I put it out. Okay. 

Joshua J. Joshua: Oh my God. Oh my God. Oh my--

Satan: Hey. Yeeah. That’s a third degree burn.

Gail: That’s a violation of our terms. You’re-- You’re violating our terms. You promised not to harm us.

Satan: And what are you going to do about it?

Gail: Oh, so basically you lied. You just came up here. You are a liar. 

Satan (gleeful): Never make a deal with the devil. But you let me here. We agreed and we did the
whole séance and everything and now I’m here and I’m taking over the world, Gail. Thank yoooou!

Gail: How is Vladimir doing? (pauses) How’s Vladimir doing?

Satan: Well, he’s not doing too well. (laughs) He got more than semen on his head.

Male voice: If you take over the entire world, there won’t be any Popeye’s left for you. Or there won’t
be any places for black people to have chimp outs and to make more black people for your--

Gail: Brent, since Satan’s violating the terms can we pray to Jesus and ask Him to rescue us?

Long pause.

Satan: No one say nothing.

Joshua J. Joshua: I think you should save us, Gail. 

Gail: Huh? I’m just wondering--

Joshua J. Joshua: You can save us, Gail. You can save us.

Gail: No. What I’m wondering. . .

Joshua J. Joshua: Vote on it. You can do it.

Gail: I can do it? I mean he’s violating his terms. . .How can we conduct a trial?



Satan:  Okay,  Gail.  I’m going to make a  decision.  Okay.  I’m going to  ejaculate  in  Brent’s mouth.
(pause) Here Brent! Open your mouth, Breeent. It’s gonna be fun. . . 

Gail: Brent, what should we do? Brent, what should we do?

Satan (laughs): Brent’s got his mouth full right now, Gail.

Male voice: Nooooo!

Gail: Zack Knight, are you there? Zack Knight, what do you advise?

Zack: I’m here, Gail!

Gail: What do you think--

Zack: Satan’s bending me over. He’s (desperate) Satan’s raping me, Gail!

Gail: I need to call Jesus.

Joshua J. Joshua: Satan is fucking Zack.

Satan: Ah, you don’t want to call Jesus. . .

Gail: Zack. Well--

Satan (lackadaisical): Yeah. Zack can’t talk now. He’s dead. (pause) I killed Zack. (laughs)

Gail (yells): Lord Jesus! Show up! Beat up, Satan, Lord Jesus! He’s violated his terms. You are allowed
to show up! He’s violated his non-interference agreement! Lord Jesus, show up!

Satan: No, no. Don’t listen to her, Jesus. . .

Gail (yells): Lord Jesus show up! 

Joshua J. Joshua: Use your lightning. Use your lightning. 

Gail: It’s not gonna work on Satan!

Gail  starts  shooting  lightning bolts  on Satan  and they  start  working!  Jesus  ends up riding  on her
lightning bolts.

Gail (yells): Lord Jesus show up!

Satan (yelling): Oh no, Gail! Stop it! That’s not nice!

Joshua J. Joshua: It’s working. It’s working. It’s working.

Gail groans in anger and she launches a blitzkrieg of bolts onto Satan.

Gail (to Satan): You evil, bastard! (launches more bolts) How dare you! Lord Jesus, show up!

Satan: Oh no! (gleeful) Jesus is here!

Gail: Yes!

Satan (gleeful): I’m gonna ejaculate on Jesus!

Gail: Lord Jesus, show up! He’s violated his agreements and Jesus can be here!

Gail launches a blitzkrieg of lightning bolts onto  Satan.

Rule 13: Go, Gail Chan! More lightning bolts!

Joshua J. Joshua: You’re doing so good.

Gail: Lord Jesus, show up! Beat him up.



Rule 13: Go, Gail Chan!

Gail launches a blitzkrieg of bolts onto Satan.

Gail: How dare Satan violate his agreement! He’s violated his non-interference agreement. That means
Jesus is allowed to show up and beat him up! Ugh! (bolting Satan)

Terrance Jenkins: Oh my goodness, Gail! Lightning bolts all over the place!

Gail: What is that?

Terrance Jenkins: It’s getting lightning bolts all over the place! Keep doing it!

Gail launches a blitzkrieg of bolts. 

Rule 13: Go Gail Chan!

Gail: Yeah, yeah, yeah (while launching bolts) yeah yeah yeah yeah yeah yeah!

Joshua J. Joshua: Terry, who’s that aged man next to Jesus?

That aged man was God the Father. Father God showed up as an old man.

Rule 13: Go Gail Chan!

Gail (furious at Satan and shooting bolts): Ugh! Ugh! OOOH! (shooting more bolts)
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Gail (shooting lightning bolts at Satan): You die, Satan! Ugh! (shoots more bolts) Ugh! (more bolts)
Ugh! (more bolts) I’m so mad at him, man. How dare he show up and violate his agreement!

Terrance Jenkins (interrupts): Oh my goodness!

Gail (yells): Is Jesus there?

Terrance Jenkins: Jesus riding on the lightning! Jesus is riding on the lighting. He’s like a horse, a
horse  that’s made out of lightning.

Gail (still  bolting Satan and is swinging her hands to shoot bolts at him): Oh, that’s great! What’s
happening to Satan?

Terrance Jenkins: Oh, he’s getting blown apart!

Gail (flinging her hands with bolts to Satan): Yeah good! (moving her arms furiously with bolts) Ugh!
(groans with fury) I guess my lightning bolts work on Satan, too. I didn’t know--

Male voice: Popeye’s isn’t getting anything at all.

Gail: Huh?

Satan (whines): No Popeyes. Nooooo.

Joshua J. Joshua: Destroy the Popeyes. . . destroy the Popeyes. . .

Gail: Pshoo. Pshoo. (makes this noise while slinging bolts) Pshooooo. I’m doing anything that will
destroy him. I don’t care. Ough!!

Terrance Jenkins: Oh my goodness!

Gail: What?!

Terrance Jenkins: Jesus got him in a headlock. He’s punching him in the balls.



Gail: Good! (shooting more bolts) Ugh! Ugh!

Terrance Jenkins: He (Jesus) just picked him up over his head.

Gail (smile and laughter in her voice): Oh my goodness! What are the Supreme Court justices doing?

Terrance Jenkins: They’re all clapping, cuz you’re doing so well there, Gail! 

Gail (shoots more bolts): Ugh! Pshoo (noise Gail makes when she launches a bolt). Pshoo! Did Zack
Knight DIE?!

Terrance Jenkins: Jesus just touched him and he’s alive again!

Gail: Oh, that’s good. That evil Satan! (pauses) He broke his word. That’s the reason I was allowed to
pray and ask for Jesus’s help. Cuz he’s violated his non-interference agreement. 

Terrance Jenkins: Jesus is throwing all them demons back in hell right now!

Gail: Yeah. . .Good! (still bolting Satan) Oh man! That evil Satan! He’s such a liar, man!

Terrance Jenkins: Jesus just grabbed Satan by the penis. He’s slinging him around!

Gail: Good.

Terrance Jenkins: Jesus is swinging Satan by his penis!

Gail: Oh, good. Do I still need to shoot bolts?

Terrance Jenkins: I think Jesus got it now, Gail! I think he’s got it!

Gail: Okay. Wonderful!

Terrance Jenkins:  He’s swinging Satan around-- Oh my goodness! He just picked Satan up. He
threw him down into hell!

Satan (yelling and Satan’s voice fades away into the distance): I’ll be baaaaaaack!

Gail: Yes! Yes. Yes!

Joshua J. Joshua: Satan is GONE.

Terrance Jenkins: Oh my goodness, Gail. Jesus giving us all high fives!

Gail: Yeeess!

Joshua J. Joshua: Good job, Gail. 

Male voice: We won.

Gail: Since he violated his agreement. That means we don’t have to abide by his terms. That means the
Supreme Court tries the case.

Joseph Buster: Does this mean his demons are back in hell, too, now?

Gail: Jesus put them back in hell.

Terrance Jenkins: Yeah! The demons-- the demons back in hell. Jesus talking right now, but I don’t
think you can hear him.

Gail: Of course not. I can never hear him. He protects me.

Terrance Jenkins: Jesus is saying that Satan was right about one thing. . .He said that Satan was
right, that he ugh. . . What’s that, Jesus? Okay, so Satan was right that, that Popeyes is better
than KFC. . .

Gail laughs.



Terrance Jenkins: And he’s saying that he was right about the other thing, too, that we probably
can’t be taking the Jesuits to court. . . ugh, when we’re actually at war with them. 

Gail: Oh! So what does that mean?

Terrance Jenkins:  He’s saying that Satan and the Jesuits been messing with you every time they
show’d up to court.

A pause.

Gail: What does that mean?

Terrance  Jenkins:  It  means that  nothing’s  binding when you’re  already at  war.  (pauses)  Yeah,  the
Conspiracy Law doesn’t work on the Jesuits. It only works on the nations that follow Conspiracy Law.

NOTE: Conspiracy Law is law Gail started writing in 2003 in cooperation with Vladimir Putin. It is
basically anti-Jesuit law.

Gail: Ooh. Sooo. What does that mean in regards to the case--

Terrance Jenkins: So we need---  So he’s saying the case is probably gonna do nothing. What we
need is a formal declaration of war.

Gail: Oh! So with a formal declaration of war, what would that mean?

(pause)

Terrance Jenkins: You just get to kill Jesuits whenever you want. 

Gail: What about Satan worshipers?

Terrance Jenkins: I mean followers of ????

Gail: What about killing Satan worshipers? (pause) Because aren’t they the same thing?

Terrance Jenkins: Jesus is saying you gonna have to work them details out. He’s probably gonna
talk to  you later about it.

Gail (subdued): Oh, I see. . .So we need a declaration of war, then!

Terrance Jenkins: Oh my goodness!  Yeah, Jesus said, it’s probably not a good idea to summon
Satan from hell and make a deal with him, too. 

Gail: Oh, well that wasn’t really my idea. . .

Terrance Jenkins: He said, he’s kind of tricky.

Gail: He said, he’s kind of what?

Terrance Jenkins: He said Satan’s kind of tricky.

Gail: That’s true. (laughs) Actually, whose idea was that?

Terrance Jenkins: Yeah, I think we all learned something. 

Male voice: When you’re on your walks,  you’re in a safe zone where you can’t ugh. . . kill them. 

Terrance Jenkins: Jesus says that he thinks it was Gail’s idea cuz Gail was the first one initially to
say she wanted to bring Satan to court. 

Gail: Oh! I was kind of like joking, wasn’t I, Jesus? Okay. Well, any ways. . .

Terrance Jenkins:  Yeah, Jesus say that the men take you pretty seriously though when you tell
them to do something.



Gail: Oh, I see. . .Okay. I guess he doesn’t want us playing the blame game. He wants us to learn our
lesson. (laughs)

Terrance Jenkins: Yeah. . .yeah. . . I think so. I mean I’d take the blame gladly, but you know. Yeah. . .
Jesus is telling me to quit talking. Okay.

Gail: Okay. Well know from now on never to summon Satan ever again. (laughs)

Terrance Jenkins: Not a good game to play with the devil. Yeah. . .

Chinese supporter: He harmed my phone.

Terrance Jenkins: I guess. Where does that leave us? I guess kind of back to where we started, huh?

Gail: Well, he said that Conspiracy-- So he said a DECLARATION OF WAR!

Terrance Jenkins: Yeah, I guess so. I guess Conspiracy Law only works on places that follow you. Yes,
that makes sense.

Gail: Yeah, and we just learned that when we tried to execute Satan worshipers, the people-- Have we
now proved that Satan exists?

Terrance Jenkins: Yeah, I think we did. I think everyone knows he exists now. Once you post that
YouTube video. 

Gail: Oh, you mean, of this. Is it safe to post Satan’s voice?

Terrance Jenkins: Yeah, we probably need to edit it down for time.

Gail: I’m wondering if it’s safe to post Satan’s voice though. . .Remember last time he showed up?

NOTE This was in Feb. 2012, when Jesus then instructed Gail to only transcribe Satan’s words and not
let people hear his voice.

Joshua J. Joshua: It’ll be okay, because this time Jesus showed up.

Gail: I don’t know. Jesus is the one who told us not to post Satan’s voice and even showed up in the
last, other service, too.

Terrance Jenkins: Yeah. Jesus said it’s okay this time.

Gail: Oh, really? Okay. If Jesus says it’s okay this time.

Terrance  Jenkins:  Yeah,  Jesus  said  to  go  ahead  and  take  the  video.  Send  it  to  your men on
mediafire so they can go ahead and edit it down for time because it took a long time, you know. . .

Gail: Which video? You mean the one on my camcorder?

Terrance Jenkins: Yeah. . .

Gail: And I also have an audio recording. . . as well. . .

Terrance Jenkins: Okay.  Yeah. . . so Jesus saying, he said, never summon Satan. It’s not a good
idea. And he also said that he thinks you’re awesome. 

Gail: Well, thank you, Jesus. You’re awesome yourself. (laughs) Yeeah. . .

Terrance Jenkins: He giving you like a high five, a thumbs up. 

Gail (thoughtful): Yeeah. . . (pauses) Well--

Terrance Jenkins: And he also said that ugh. He said that Joseph Buster he probably, he probably
needs to get out of the house eventually. . . and maybe move out. Ugh, because it’s probably not
healthy, living with his mom like that. And ugh not being a virgin. 



Gail laughs.

Gail: Okay, well whatever Jesus says is always best. Jesus knows us all.

Some other folks mumble non-intelligible small talk.

Gail: So basically we need a declaration of war, and then I’m gonna go ahead and upload this video--
I’m going to send you the audio file as well as the video files. Okay?

Terrance Jenkins: Yeah. That sounds like a great idea. Anybody else get a screen recording of this?

Long pause.

Gail: Um. I don’t know. You have to ask them. But I got quite a lot, so (laughs) You know.

Terrance Jenkins: That’s great!

Gail: Yeah. So we need a declaration of war. When should I do that?

Terrance Jenkins: Ugh. I don’t know. I think maybe you should write a speech for that or something. I
don’t know.

Gail: Okay.

Joshua J. Joshua. Yeah. Take your time, like one day or so, he said?

Gail: Yeah. . .I think we need to work on the video first. Is Jesus still there?

Terrance Jenkins: Oh my goodness! I just realized something. Isn’t the outside still on fire?

Gail: Oh. Maybe he went outside to solve the problem. 

Terrance Jenkins: No. Jesus still here, but I just told Jesus. I think outside’s still on fire. Every one
was  getting  tortured  and  burning  out  there.  (pause)  Yeah,  Jesus  said,  the  whole  planet  earth,
everybody’s died. 

Joshua J. Joshua: Are you serious?

Terrance Jenkins: It’s probably another reason it  was not a good idea to bring--  So he said all  of
humanity is gone. 

Gail: Oh no!

Terrance Jenkins: Yeah. Satan caught the whole planet on fire.

Gail: I thought I heard a car. Am I back in my apartment?

Terrance Jenkins: No, looks like that car might have-- Probably only one of the human survivors,
actually. See cuz they got teleported, too.

Joshua J. Joshua: Oh, because your neighborhood is in the courtroom. 

Gail: Everybody died on the earth?

Long pause.

Terrance Jenkins: Yeah. Your sister was a bitch though.

Gail: Wait a minute. If everybody died on the earth, why do we need to declare war?

Terrance Jenkins: Yeah, that’s true. (to Jesus) Jesus?

Long pause.

Terrance Jenkins: Jesus says that’s actually a good point. You know what? Jesus said, “Hold on a
second. I got an idea. . .” He lookin’ at me with a sly look in his eye. Okay. He just snapped his



fingers. He said, “Go look outside.” Okay. Gerard’s gonna go look outside. It’s pretty hot out there,
Gerard.  (pause)  He  opened  the  door.  It’s  like  nothing  even  happened.  It’s  perfectly  fine.  Oh  my
goodness. Jesus reset it all outside. People outside don’t even remember it happening. . .

Gail (thoughtful): Oh my goodness. . . (pause) This is kind of like with the GA1L Android. 

NOTE: The GA1L Android happened in 2012 and time had to be readjusted because she killed all at
Church of Gail and all the Jesuits and Jesus resurrected them all. 

Terrance Jenkins: Yeah! That’s interesting. So Jesus just made it so everyone don’t remember. . . So
only the people that was in the courtroom even remember it happening. 

Gail: So--

Terrance Jenkins: You know, we gonna need proof. We’re going to need this video. Yeah, well we’ve
got it. We’re gonna have a believability problem. 

Male voice: So he gave the evil Jesuits an itchy butt hole as a punishment for their wickedness against
us.

Gail: Okay, so, let me make sure my video’s still running. 

Joshua J. Joshua: Take a look and let me know what you see.

Gail (to Joshua): It’s still going. You mean out my window? Um. . .

Terrance Jenkins: Yeah. We teleported you back.

Gail: Everything looks normal. 

Male voice: Hallelujah!

Terrance Jenkins: We teleported your whole place back, so, you should be fine. You in Melbourne
again.

Gail: I see.

Terrance Jenkins: Yeah, actually everybody else. . . go ahead and hold onto your penises and breasts.
We gonna go ahead and teleport you back home, too. (some blinky noises) Okay. Make sure you’re
holding them real good. Okay. Alright, I’m going to go ahead and energize. Three two one, energize!
Okay, and ugh Joshua, your testicles back in the correct order?

Joshua J. Joshua: Yup. The bigger one’s on the right now. Yup. Yup, it’s all good.

Terrance Jenkins: That’s perfect. I think your husband’s going to appreciate that we got you back in the
correct order. 

Joshua J. Joshua: I think so. He does like the balls. 

Gail: Okay. Is Zack Knight there?

Zack: Yeah, Gail, I’m here. Ugh. I was dead.

Gail: Yeah, I know. That’s the reason I called Jesus because I could tell that was the only way.

Zack:  Yeah,  that’s  a  good  call,  Gail.  I’m  really  proud  of  you  that  you  were  able  to  make  that
determination without, obviously, Brent had a mouthful of satanic lava sperm. And it was even coming
out of his ears. And ugh. . .I DIED.

Gail (subdued): Yeah. . . he killed you, huh? So the Lord Jesus resurrected you. . .

Zack: Oh Vladimir’s. . .Vladimir’s still ugh. . . all his hair is gone. Jesus can you fix that, too? He’s
got third degree burns on his head. . . (pause) Vladimir says, “It’s okay. He’ll just pour vodka on it.



And his hair will grow back.” (pause) Jesus says, “Yeah. Vladmir has had this problem before. And
yeah, the vodka trick works really well. So he doesn’t need to do anything.”

Gail: Oh okay. . .um. . . alright, so 

Zack: Vladimir said something about his bear and something about how his erect is good.

Joshua J. Joshua: His erect is iron solid.

Gail: So basically it’s as if nothing happened since Jesus showed up and just-- I guess what he did is
just played tricks with time. 

Male voice: We’re lucky.

Zack: Yeah. He did like some kind of reset.

Gail: Yeeah. . . It’s not lucky, it’s Jesus.

Male voice: We’re lucky to have Jesus.

Gail: Oh yeah! Yeah, Jesus. . . yeah. . . So what does that mean for the court case, that we just drop it?

Long pause.

Zack: Yeah, I’m thinking the court case is probably gonna just drop. And, ugh, I think there’s gonna be
a formal declaration of war. And then it’s kind of one of those things. Hopefully, the Jesuits. I guess the
Jesuits been messing with us the whole time they’ve been coming to court. . .So, um, I don’t know. Shit
might be getting real pretty soon. 

Gail: Ugh, what do you mean by messing with us? You mean-- You think they were just stalling for
time so they could kill us and make it easier or something?

Zack: Yeah. I think they were just stalling for time and they were probably just wasting our time and
using that time to build their resources. 

Gail: That makes total sense. (pause) What about Urethra? I believe she was a Satan agent. 

Zack: You know what? Turns out she was just another black lady that ugh wanted child support. 

Gail: Satan wasn’t using her?

Zack: Just happened to be a Jesuit agent.

Gail: Satan wasn’t using her?

Zack: Well, you know  Jesus is saying that Satan actually pretty much uses everybody.  Ugh, he
even used you to get him summoned to the earth, so-- Yeah, he’s saying that Satan kind of-- That
according to your laws, you might even need to execute yourself. Damn.

Gail: Oh, because I--

Zack: Well, we learned something. . . 

Gail: Oh, because I made a deal with the devil, huh? (laughs)

Zack: Well, he was saying that because you um. He was saying there’s quite a few layers to that
onion. That’s what he said. 

Gail: To what onion? (long pause) To making a deal with the devil?

Zack: To the whole-- Well, not just the deal with the devil. He’s saying that there’s a couple things
where ugh, you had negative thoughts about certain people and you felt-- He doesn’t want to get
into specifics. But he said um--



Gail: In other words, he-- Sounds like every human on earth has been used by the devil.

Long pause.

Zack: Wow. That’s interesting.

Gail:  I  mean when you think  about  it.  If  Jesus’s favorite  could  be  used by the  devil,  that  means
EVERYBODY could be used by the devil.

Joshua J. Joshua: That’s true.

Zack: Jesus said, “You just figured it out.” Is what Jesus said.

Joshua J. Joshua: Gail is the most important person alive in the world today.

Gail: So basically this whole court case has been a waste of time?

Male voice: Or test.

Gail: Well, we’ve learned some valuable lessons from it.

Zack: Jesus said that he never teaches you things before you’re ready to understand them.

Gail: So. . . . basically this whole court case. . .

Male voice: He says, did Jesus just pull a holodeck on us?

Another male voice: He DID.

Another male voice: Holy crap.

Joshua J. Joshua:  Wait. Shit.

Gail: Can you all see the courtroom? Cuz I can’t see anything. 

Joshua J. Joshua: It’s different now. It’s different now. 

Zack:  Wow.  This  is  really  interesting,  Gail.  Jesus  said  that  if  you had enacted the  law to  kill
anybody that was an agent for Satan, everyone would have died.

Gail (somber): Oh, so we can’t do that.

Zack: He was saying that Satan gave you the idea.

Gail: Oh my goodness!! (thoughtful) WOW.

Zack: That’s pretty deep.

Gail: I don’t think he (Satan) has zero emotional IQ, like you guys said. 

Zack: Hey Brent, go ahead and run the scanner again. See ugh. See what it says. Maybe that was a trick
, too.

Gail: It sounds like he’s got pretty high emotional IQ.

Zack: Hey Gail, what’s your emotional IQ?

Gail: I don’t know. I just heard that I have the highest on the planet.

Zack; Okay. We’re running Gail real quick. So Gail’s at 851.

NOTE: Both Gail and Brent got bumped up to around 9,999 in both emotional and regular IQ around
mid 2021.

Zack: Now ugh the average human can only get about 100.

Gail: That’s the emotional IQ?



Zack: That’s the average. (pause) Yeah, so the average person is about 100. Ugh, and then, it’s got the
standard deviations and all that. Gail’s is 851 for emotional IQ. Let’s go ahead and run Satan real quick.
(pause) Oh my God. It’s 852. 

NOTE: We learned later that Satan’s emotional IQ is around 500. Satan’s regular IQ is about 450. Brent
earlier said that our scanners said Satan had very high IQ, but zero emotional IQ. This was inaccurate.

Gail: Wow. He’s about even with me.

Joshua J. Joshua: He’s one higher.

Zack: He’s one higher.

Gail: That means we’re about even. 

Zack: That’s true. So he tricked all of us.

Gail: Yeah. . . he’s formidable to deal with cuz he’s not dumb in any way. Yeah. . . So. . . I guess the
court case in terms of trying to get any legal victories is a waste of time. The only thing it was good for
was to teach us valuable lessons about the nature of Satan. And. . . about ourselves. 

Zack: Jesus said that’s why he allowed it to happen.

Gail: Jesus, why did you say that this court case would make a big difference in my life? Is this
what you meant?

Zack: He says that’s what he meant.

Gail (laughs): Never would have guessed. I’m just curious can we run what Jesus’s emotional IQ is? It
probably can’t run it. I bet we can’t run it. I think it would break--

Zack: Let’s go ahead and try it. 

Gail: I think it would break the machine. 

Gail laughs.

Joshua J. Joshua: We’ll try it. We’re gonna do it.

Zack: Okay. It’s running. The machine’s warming up. Okay. It’s getting really hot, actually. 

Gail (laughs): You’re going to break the machine. He’s too high!

Joshua J. Joshua: Ouch. It looks like it’s burning.

Zack: We got a warp core breach. Let’s go ahead-- We got to teleport it out into deep space. Yeah,
teleport the whole machine. Get it out of here! Oh my God! Okay, we just teleported the machine. The
machine just went super nova. 

Gail (claps): I told you you’re gonna break the machine! He’s too high. You can’t read him. 

Zack: That was a huge burst of energy came out of that thing. 

Joshua J. Joshua: Did you see it in your video?

Gail: His emotional IQ is probably infinity.

Zack: Holy crap. 

Joshua J. Joshua: Gail, you should look out your window. Do you see it?

Zack: It generated a white hole. 

Gail (goes to window): I doubt I could see anything. No. I don’t see it.



Zack: It’s basically a black hole, but it’s white. 

Gail: There’s too many buildings in the way. I wouldn’t be able to see the sky from where I’m at.

Zack: I guess the reason why we can’t see it, is because it’s so far away. It’s gonna take millions of light
years for the light to reach us. 

Gail: Jesus’s emotional IQ and regular IQ is probably like infinity. 

Zack: That would make sense.

Gail: Yeah. I don’t think it can be measured by any of our technology. 

Zack: Man, we’re learning something new every minute in this movie night. I was thinking, Gail. We
might stop calling this the movie night and just start calling it the Gail Hang Out.

Gail: Yeah, that sounds like a good idea. So. . . I guess we’re going to drop the case then, cuz it was just
a big game. And just have a declaration of war.

Zack: Yeah, looks like they were just fucking with you.

Gail: You know, I kind of hinted that one time. Didn’t I tell you guys that it seems like the Jesuits are
just playing games with us with this court case? Do you remember me telling you that?

Zack: Yeah, it looks like it.

Gail: I think they were just stalling for time and wasting our time and our resources, so that they could
build up their military and kill us. Actually, I think Urethra was manipulated by Satan. I think-- And
while Satan was distracting us with the court case, he was using people like Melania and Urethra to try
to kill off my men-- and me. 

Joshua J. Joshua: Oh my God. You should do a roll call to make sure everyone’s okay. Is everyone
okay?

Gail: Well, Jesus probably fixed all that. (pause) Oh, you mean all the men? Are all the men there?

Joshua J. Joshua: Yeah, all the men. We should make sure everyone’s okay. 

Klock: My three testicles are fine.

Gail: No, I’m talking about all the men on the marriage list, too.

Zack: Okay, we’re checking everyone’s penises.

Joshua J. Joshua: I’m healthy, because I know what a penis should feel like, so it’s a pass for me. I’m
zipping right through it.

Gail: So the Supreme Court justices have all left?

Zack: Yeah, they’re all going home because ugh turns out they’re not going to be needed for this. But
ugh. . . what’s that black guy’s name again?

Gail: Clarence Thomas.

Zack: He said he’d like to talk to you a little bit brain-to-brain later.

Gail: Oh, brain-to-brain?

Zack: Yeah, he winked before he left. I’m not really sure what he meant.

Gail: Is he on the (brain-to-brain) servers?

Zack: Ugh, he just got a connection there. He said, with Brent’s permission, he’d like to talk to you
tonight brain-to-brain.



Gail: Oh! When does he want to do that?

Zack: Then he gave a wink.

Gail laughs.

Gail: Hmmm.

NOTE: Gail decided not to do brain-to-brain with Clarence Thomas. She said it was too dangerous and
risky.

Male voice: Wait. Is that Ginsberg?

Gail: No, Ginsberg is dead.

Male voice: Oh! Jesus might have did too much.

Zack: Oh yeah. She’s wandering around. She looks like a skeleton.

Gail: Ruth Bader Ginsberg is back?

Zack: Oh, she’s right there with Hitler. . .

Zack: Looks like--

Joshua J. Joshua: Oh my gosh. Hitler has four testicles.

Gail: Wait a minute. Wait a minute. Hitler didn’t go back to hell?

Zack: Yeah, apparently both Ruth Bader Ginsberg and Hitler are back.

Gail: They went to hell?

Zack: Now they’re back!

Joshua J. Joshua: No, they’re here. . . with us.

Zack: They’re back from hell.

Gail: Wait a minute. But when Ruth Bader Ginsberg died, she went to hell?

Zack: Well. Yeah!

Gail: I thought she was a good person!

Joshua J. Joshua: I think she’s better than Sandra, but I mean who isn’t better than Sandra (Gail’s
sister)?

Gail: Wait a minute.

Zack: Well, she made a deal with Satan.  Jesus is saying Ruth Bader Ginsberg made a deal with
Satan to keep her alive for a very long time on the Supreme Court. And so, apparently, that deal
didn’t work very well for her. 

Gail: Oooooh. . .

Zack: That’s why she was so decrepit ????

Gail: So Jesus is gonna let them stay?

Zack (to Jesus): Ugh, Jesus you gonna let them stay?

Gail: What did Jesus say?



Zack: Ugh, Jesus is saying Ruth probably needs to go back because she cheated a lot of years that
she shouldn’t have had. But ugh he said that Hitler can stay. Um. He’s saying that ugh that Gail
will probably have to figure out a good position for him.

NOTE: Gail put Hitler in her Cabinet and gave him several positions in her government.

Gail: Hitler has been resurrected from HELL?

Zack: Yeah!

NOTE: Zack may not find this too surprising since he, too, was resurrected from hell on Feb. 14, 2012.

Male voice: I was just looking through the Gabrielle Chana FOX News channel and, apparently, Hitler
now has a sitcom on it.

Gail: Oh my goodness! How old is he? Does he look like-- I mean in human age?

Zack: He looks like a young man.

Gail: I will let Rule 13-- Rule 13 would love to work with Hitler.

NOTE: Rule 13’s trademark is the Hitler salute.

Zack: Yeah, she’s really-- She’s squealed like-- Like she squealed like I was fucking her.

Gail: Um. I will let Rule 13 do whatever she wants with Hitler.

NOTE Rule 13 was in Gail’s Cabinet working for military defense. That means she can give him any
position she wants to.

Zack: Ugh. I’d like her to get my permission too, though.

Gail (smiles): Of course! Of course! Zack Knight.

Zack: I would want her to do anything--

Gail: I didn’t mean it that way. I meant militarily.

Zack: Oh okay. Me too.

Klock: Jesuits are going to come right after him.

Gail: I didn’t mean sexual-wise. I meant militarily.

Zack: Ooooh. Okay. Okay.

Gail: Oh, I didn’t mean it that way. Yeah, you misunderstood me. I meant militarily-- like, do a scan on
Hitler is he evil?

Cinephiliac (casual): He’s alright.

Zack: No. He’s a pretty nice guy.

Gail: That’s interesting. . .

Gail laughs.

Gail: Wow!

Zack: Yeah. He actually said, he said that’s he’s been watching you, Gail, and he said, “Gail did nothing
wrong.”

Joseph Buster:  Can you ask him if  he’s actually anti-Semitic  or was someone else making all  the
concentration (camp) stuff?



Gail: He was just a devout Roman Catholic. Um. He was following orders from the Vatican. Isn’t that
correct, Hitler?

Zack: Hitler said “yes”.

Gail: Yeah, so he’s not a bad person. So basically the big sinner during the Nazi regime was not Hitler.
It was the Vatican.

NOTE: See Jack Chick’s Smokescreens.

Gail: But the problem is, is Pope Pius XII is the one who wanted all the Jews and all them in the
concentration camps. And he ordered Hitler to do it. 

Zack: So Hitler didn’t do anything wrong?

Gail: I’m not saying Hitler didn’t do anything wrong, but what I’m saying is he was just basically
following orders like a good soldier. 

Zack: Well like personally was he in the right or in the wrong?

Gail: Well you know, um, that’s a kind of a complicated question. Like I don’t think he should have put
all the Jews in the concentration camps. I can understand putting the Jew CLONES in the concentration
camps,  but  I  think he should have distinguished between innocent  Jews and evil  Jews. That’s  my
opinion. That’s my opinion for what it’s worth.

Joseph Buster: Do you think it’s possible he may not have known what was going on inside the camps?
With all the killing and such?

Gail: I don’t know. I presume he knew. . . (pauses) Did he know?

Zack: Looks like he didn’t know. . .

Gail: Oh my goodness! Satan fooled him. 

Joshua J. Joshua: Yeah, he had no idea. . .

Gail: That’s amazing--

Zack: Yeah, it’s similar to what Satan was going to do with you, Gail.

Gail: Wow. . . .he’s 

Zack: Gail did nothing. . .

Gail: That’s why he said I did nothing wrong, because he can relate. . .He got used and tricked by the
devil, too.

Zack: Everyone thinks Hitler did something wrong. . .

Gail: This is REALLY interesting. . .Boy.

Chinese male supporter: Hitler is a good guy. Very nice guy. Very nice to animals.

Gail: Oh! You mean the way he’s coming across in the courtroom, you’re really impressed with him?

Chinese male supporter: Oh yes! Definitely. Satan is really evil. He even hacked my mike and made me
soft spoken. 

Gail: Who’s talking now?

Joshua J. Joshua: Lord Ghetto is talking to you. The one who sounded drunk earlier?

Gail: Oh, I see. I see. . . Lord Ghetto. Okay. Wow. This has been an interesting evening. I can’t believe
it’s only ten o’clock. It seems later than that. (laughs)



Zack: So now we know.

Male voice: Gail did nothing wrong and Hitler.

Gail: So basically everybody on the planet is basically an agent of Satan, whether they know it or not,
because Satan’s got so much power. So that’s the reason we have to drop that law. I guess I’m going to
have to go in and rewrite my Conspiracy Law.

Klock: What if we could just convince everybody that Satan is an asshole. 

Cinephiliac: That shouldn’t be hard.

Gail: Well, once we get these videos out, that will be it. That’ll convince them. (laughs)

Zack: Probably your next video title can be, “Satan came and he was a dick.”

Gail: Yeah, something like that. (laughs) Yeah. . . this is going to be a really long video, too.

Joshua J. Joshua: Yeah! Don’t come here dick.

Zack: We’ll probably have to edit it down for time.

Gail: Yeaaaaah. . . I’m still filming by the way. Cuz we’re dealing with the aftermath right now, trying
to decide how we’re going to deal with our newfound knowledge. (chuckles)

Zack: It’s a three-parter.

Gail: Yeah. So you think the next video should be delayed? Like I should give it to the Patreons first
and then show it, or? Yeah, I guess we could do that.

Zack: That’s probably a good idea.

Gail: It’s not an emergency. You think I should go in there and rewrite my law? Based on my newfound
knowledge.

Zack: You know, I think the laws won’t apply to them, so maybe just revoke the last one you made.

Gail: Just like knock it out?

Zack: Yeah, that’s probably the best way to do it, if it didn’t have any effect.

Gail: Yeah . . .

Joshua J. Joshua: The death part?

Gail: I actually rewrote a part of International Military Law. I’ll just go in there and take out all the
stuff about taking out Satan supporters because basically the whole world is Satan supporters, whether
willing or unwilling. That would mean exterminating the whole planet. I guess that’s what the Bible
means when they call Satan the prince of the power of the air cuz he’s basically the world’s ruler right
now.
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